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Information systems must constantly evolve for an organization to compete and 
survive. Consequently, employees may face constant IS changes but have little 
freedom to decide whether to utilize these new systems in their daily work. 
Mandatory IS change is typical in organizations, whereby a new version of 
information system is introduced to replace the prior one, and is required to be 
used by employees for them to perform their jobs. However, there are gaps in our 
understanding of employees' evaluation of mandatory IS changes in the post-
implementation stage. 
This thesis derives and empirically tests a theoretical model to address the 
research questions: How do employees evaluate a mandatory IS change to 
determine their mental acceptance (i.e., symbolic adoption) of the change in the 
post-implementation stage?  What is the impact of employees’ symbolic adoption 
on their interpersonal extra-role behaviors associated with IS use? Our theoretical 
framework is based on integrating the equity implementation model (i.e., EIM) 
with symbolic adoption theory as well as the literature on IS success and 
organizational citizenship behavior (i.e., OCB). 
Our results demonstrate that employees’ comparisons of the three quality aspects 
between the new and old systems, IS change leadership and resource allocation 
fairness significantly predicted the employees’ symbolic adoption of the new 





important antecedent of their interpersonal helping behaviors associated with IS 
use. 
The thesis contributes to theoretical arena by providing a systematic view of how 
employees evaluate mandatory IS changes. From a practical standpoint, this study 
offers important implications on how to conduct and facilitate IS change as well 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1  Research Motivation 
The rapid explosion and growing maturity of information technology provides 
great opportunities for modern organizations to cope with the increasingly fierce 
competition and new challenges posed in the current market. These changes have 
several consequences for individual employees. First, employees may face 
constant IS changes throughout their working life. The implementation of an 
information system is no longer something that is only performed once. Instead, 
similar to other aspects of an enterprise such as work practices, organizational 
structure and firm culture, information systems must constantly evolve for an 
organization to compete and survive. Second, with modern society becoming 
more automated through information technology, employees enjoy less freedom 
to decide whether to utilize these technologies in their daily work (Ram and Jung 
1991). Instead, an environment of mandatory IS use is typical in organizations, 
whereby employees are mandated to use a specific IS to perform the tasks and 
complete the work (Brown et al. 2002; Nelson et al. 2005).  
Implementing IS changes in organizations can be difficult and often incurs user 
resistance (Davis et al. 1989; Nutt 1995). In the pre-implementation stage, such 
resistance is usually manifested as the failure of a user to change from an old 
information system to a new one (Polites and Karahanna 2012), and it has long 
been studied in research on the adoption of new information system (e.g., Gibson 





literature on user resistance or acceptance of new IS has been primarily concerned 
with voluntary IS use contexts and has not paid enough attention to mandatory 
use contexts where organizations mandate the use of specific IT applications 
rather than letting their employees freely choose whether to use the system 
(Reeves and Bednar 1994). 
A mandatory IS change is defined here as a new IS-associated change in an 
organization, whereby a new/enhanced version of an information system or 
technology is introduced to replace the prior one and is required to be used by 
employees for them to keep and perform their jobs. In this case, because 
employees are forced to use the new system to perform their job functions and do 
not have alternatives, we contend that the traditional notion of “intention to use” 
(i.e., intention to use the new system) or “use” (i.e., physically using the new IS 
on a routine basis) is not an appropriate lens to examine user resistance (Brown et 
al. 2002; DeLone and McLean 1992). Instead, we focus on symbolic adoption, 
which represents one’s mental acceptance of an innovation that is distinct from 
the actual use of the technology (Klonglan and Coward 1970).  
Our theory development also focuses on the post-implementation phase of a 
mandatory system change. Given that in this stage, employees’ use of a new IS 
occurs within a stream of use experiences that refers to their use of both the prior 
system and the new system (Jasperson et al. 2005), the impact of prior system use 
should be crucial when examining users’ evaluation of the new system and their 
symbolic adoption of it. Accumulated evidence from studies focusing on the pre-





nothing or maintain one’s current or previous decision” (Samuelson and 
Zeckhauser 1988, p.7). However, this status quo perspective may not be 
applicable in the post-implementation phase. After a new information system or 
technology has been implemented and used by the concerned users, its benefits 
will start to accrue (DeLone and McLean 1992). The influence of one’s bias with 
regard to the prior status can be gradually eliminated, and users will react more 
rationally to the new system. In addition, prior to new IS implementation, a lack 
of information, potential fear and uncertainty about the nature of the change may 
make it difficult for users to engage in a prolonged and objective evaluation. 
However, with the system installed and additional information available, users 
can make a better evaluation and alter their feelings about the change (Joshi 1991).  
Therefore, this study makes a distinction between the pre-implementation and 
post-implementation stages and uses an equity implementation model (i.e., EIM) 
as our theoretical lens to address the research question: how do employees 
evaluate a mandatory IS change in the post-implementation stage?  
Research in extra-role use behaviors is still in an early stage. Among the attempts 
to identify crucial antecedents of extra-role use behaviors, symbolic adoption has 
been shown to have a salient influence on creative IS use (Karahanna and 
Agarwal 2006), and also to be closely associated with other forms of users’ extra-
role behaviors, such as extended use and emergent use of IS in a mandatory 
context (Wang and Hsieh 2006). By applying the distinction between impersonal 
orientation and interpersonal orientation from the literature on organizational 





focus on examining impersonal extra-role use behaviors but pay less attention to 
interpersonal use behaviors. As one of the early attempts to fill in the gap, we 
propose an important form of interpersonal extra-role use behavior, i.e., IS-use-
associated helping, and seek to answer the research question: what is the impact 
of employees’ symbolic adoption on their interpersonal extra-role behaviors 
associated with IS use? 
 
1.2 Research Objectives and Scope of the Thesis 
In view of the gaps in our understanding of employees’ evaluation of mandatory 
IS changes in the post-implementation stage, the objective of this thesis is to 
derive and empirically test a theoretical model on 1) the effects of employees’ 
comparisons at three levels in evaluating the impact of a mandatory IS change on 
their symbolic adoption of the change; and 2) the effect of employees’ symbolic 
adoption on their interpersonal extra-role behaviors associated with IS use in the 
post-implementation stage. Our theoretical framework is based on integrating the 
equity implementation model with symbolic adoption theory as well as the 
literature on IS success and extra-role behavior.  
 
1.3 Theoretical and Practical Contributions 
The thesis contributes to both theoretical and practical arenas. First, the thesis 
enhances our understanding of users’ evaluation of mandatory IS changes in the 





evaluate a mandatory IS change to determine their symbolic adoption of the 
change that is distinct from use adoption. Second, this thesis contributes to the 
EIM framework by specifying the crucial factors that concern employees in their 
evaluation of system changes at the three levels of the framework. Third, the 
thesis adds to post-adoptive IS usage research by identifying a gap in exploring 
extra-role use behaviors that are interpersonal-oriented rather than impersonal-
oriented. Fourth, this thesis also contributes to the OCB (i.e., organizational 
citizenship behavior) literature by demonstrating the important role of symbolic 
adoption in motivating an employee’s helping behaviors associated with IS use. 
This study also offers important practical implications to managers as well as 
system designers about how to conduct and facilitate mandatory system change 
within an organization and promote helping behaviors associated with IS use. 
 
1.4 Thesis Structure 
The subsequent chapters of the thesis are organized as follows. 
Chapter 2 reviews the extant literature on mandatory IS use and symbolic 
adoption, the equity implementation model and extra-role behaviors. Overall, this 
chapter is designed to lay the theoretical foundation for the thesis.  Specifically, 
the literature review on mandatory IS use demonstrates the necessity of further 
investigation of symbolic adoption in a mandatory use environment; the literature 
review on the equity implementation model and the relevant factors at each level 





review on extra-role behaviors suggests an important research gap in exploring 
interpersonal extra-role use behavior.    
Chapter 3 introduces a conceptual model for employees’ evaluation of a 
mandatory IS change at three levels, its relation with symbolic adoption and its 
further linkage to their helping behavior associated with system use. The 
development of the hypotheses is also presented. 
Chapter 4 presents the research context and the methodology applied in the thesis. 
It mainly presents how we operationalize the model constructs, assess their 
validity and administered the survey in the field.  
Chapter 5 presents the analysis results of the field survey data used to validate the 
conceptual model. In practical terms, the chapter describes how we evaluate the 
measurement model and the structural model. 
Chapter 6 presents the interpretation of the results as well as the theoretical and 
practical implications of the thesis. 









CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Mandatory Environment and Symbolic Adoption 
2.1.1 Mandatory Environment for IS Use 
There seems to be a clear distinction between a voluntary environment and a 
mandatory environment for IS use in the extant literature: an environment for IS 
use is deemed to be voluntary when users perceive the IS adoption or use decision 
to be a discretionary decision, while IS use is mandatory when users perceive the 
usage to be organizationally compulsory (Agarwal and Prasad 1997; Hartwick 
and Barki 1994; Nah et al. 2004; Venkatesh and Davis 2000). However, such 
distinction between the notions of mandatory versus voluntary environments 
becomes ambiguous and inapplicable when it comes to the case where a focal 
adoption decision varies in the extent to which it is volitional to the users (e.g., 
Hartwick and Barki 1994; Karahanna et al. 1999; Moore and Benbasat 1991). 
Given the fact that IS usage is not completely mandatory or voluntary in some 
cases, early studies used the construct of perceived voluntariness to explicitly 
account for the variability in one’s perception of voluntariness for IS use (e.g., 
Agarwal and Prasad 1997; Hartwick and Barki 1994; Karahanna et al. 1999; 
Moore and Benbasat 1991).  
However, Brown et al. (2002) raise reasonable doubt about whether the system 
use under investigation in the aforementioned research is truly mandatory. As the 
authors explain, although in some cases where an organization decides to make a 





providing further support with regard to the previous system (e.g., bug-fixed 
service), users are still allowed to continue using the old system due to its 
personal and stand-alone nature (e.g., a change from Word Perfect to MS Word). 
In contrast, in the case of the implementation of a mandatory working system, 
ordinary employees do not have a choice regarding usage and must use the system 
to complete their daily work. Moreover, for working systems that support 
business processes, the tasks performed by an employee can highly depend on 
those of others and vice versa. In such cases, one’s daily usage of the system is 
closely correlated with his or her job prescription and others’ job functions, which 
makes the avoidance of using the system impossible unless the person can afford 
to lose the job.  
In view of this ambiguity in defining and understanding a mandatory environment 
for IS use, Brown et al. (2002) suggest that, rather than viewing the voluntariness 
of IS use as a continuum and assuming that the relationship between user 
evaluation and behavioral intention in such environments shares the same patterns 
as those in voluntary use environment, it is empirically and theoretically crucial to 
investigate a system that is truly mandatory. Consistent with their point of view, 
we examine system usage and changes under a strictly mandatory environment, 
that is, where the focal system is highly necessary for an employee to perform his 








2.1.2 Symbolic Adoption in Mandatory Use Environment 
 
The individual adoption process can consist of two important elements: symbolic 
adoption, i.e., to accept or not to accept the idea, and use adoption, i.e., to use or 
not to use the technology or product (Klonglan and Coward 1970). Specifically, 
when employees encounter a specific new IS that has been introduced and 
implemented by management, they will face at least two decisions, namely to 
accept or not accept the new system (i.e., symbolic adoption), and to use or not 
use the system (i.e., use adoption) (Wang and Hsieh 2006). Most of the extant 
research on IS adoption & usage do not distinguish between these two 
components when examining user adoption behaviors and implicitly assumes that 
the use adoption can sufficiently substitute for the symbolic adoption. This may 
be true for a voluntary use environment, where employees can mentally accept the 
new system and thus volitionally choose to use the system in their work. In a 
mandatory environment, however, this assumption may become invalid because 
employees can be forced to use a system even when they do not mentally accept 
it. Therefore, users’ routine use of a system that we observe in the post-
implementation stage can vary, but this variability is likely to be merely a 
function of the degree to which the technology is integrated into one’s job 
function (Brown et al. 2002; Melone 1990) rather than any positive or negative 
effect associated with the system per se. In other words, an employee’s evaluation 
and symbolic adoption of a mandatory information system is not necessarily 





be explicitly distinguished from the use adoption in such environment for further 
investigation.  
Symbolic adoption refers to “the peak motivational state reflective of a user’s 
mental evaluation of the technology and its use as a worthwhile concept” 
(Karahanna and Agarwal 2006). Even when IS use is mandatory, users are still 
free to determine how wholeheartedly to accept the new IS (Leonard-Barton 
1988) and such acceptance is believed to be important for them to engage in 
innovative and quality IS use (Nah et al. 2004).  
Employees’ symbolic adoption is found to determine employees’ extra-role usage 
behaviors, that is, discretionary constructive efforts that benefit the organization 
and that extend above and beyond the prescribed work activities with respect to 
the technology (Karahanna and Agarwal 2006). As Karahanna and Agarwal (2006) 
suggest, when symbolic adoption is strong, employees are more likely to devote 
their resources, such as time and effort, to engage in extra-role behaviors with 
respect to the technology. As a result, the technology or system will be utilized 
more effectively and generate more benefits. On the contrary, if employees do not 
wholeheartedly accept a new IS, they may choose to obstruct its implementation 







2.2 Employees’ Evaluation of IS Changes  
2.2.1 Impact of Prior System Use 
 
User resistance has long been a concern in the field of research on new 
information system adoption and usage (e.g., Gibson 2003; Lapointe and Rivard 
2005; Martinko et al. 1996). In the pre-implementation stage, it has been 
recognized that the status prior to the implementation of a new IS can be a major 
source of users’ resistance to adopting a new system lies in (Kim and Kankanhalli 
2009; Polites and Karahanna 2012). 
For instance, using the technology acceptance literature and the status quo bias 
perspective, the study by Kim and Kankanhalli (2009) derives and tests a model 
to explain user resistance prior to new IS implementation. In particular, the 
authors find that perceived switching costs associated with changing from a user’s 
current status to a new alternative (i.e., adopting a new IS) could increase user 
resistance both directly and indirectly through their effect on the perceived value 
of the new IS-related change. 
Realizing that “adoption of a new system often implies fully or partly replacing an 
incumbent system” (Polites and Karahanna 2012, p.22) for an organization, Polite 
and Karahanna (2012) suggest that the usage of an old system can have a negative 
influence on users’ perceptions and usage intentions with regard to the new 
system. More specifically, by integrating the habit literature and status quo bias 





rationalization due to perceived transition costs, and psychological commitment 
due to perceived sunk costs, are associated with the development of inertia, which 
further inhibits user acceptance of the new system (Polites and Karahanna 2012). 
However, little research has been conducted to systematically examine the 
influence of using a prior IS in investigations of the post-implementation stage. 
By reviewing the illustrative IT adoption and use research, Reeves and Bednar 
(1994) conclude that the majority of the extant studies on post-adoptive behaviors 
“do not account for a user’s history in using a focal, much less a similar, IT 
application” (p. 527). However, given that the study of post-adoptive behavior 
situates an individual’s use of an IT application within a stream of use 
experiences, and this stream of use experiences refers to one’s usage of both the 
prior system and the new system (Jasperson et al. 2005), the impact of prior 
system use should be crucial when examining users’ evaluation of the new system 
and their post-adoptive behaviors. 
Among the few studies that have accounted for the impact of prior IS use, most of 
them tend to use more broad-based concepts such as “Computer experience”, 
“Computer skill”, and “Prior use” to capture the impact of using the prior system 
(e.g., Igbaria et al. 1996; Kraut et al. 1999; Venkatesh et al. 2002). Although these 
studies have demonstrated that prior IS use can be a salient antecedent of post-
adoptive behavior, they do not provide much information about how exactly prior 
IS usage can shape users’ evaluation of a new IS and thus determine their post-
adoptive behaviors. Informed by the aforementioned studies on user resistance 





new IS in the pre-implementation stage, our study uses a change perspective to 
account for the impact of prior IS use, i.e., user experiences associated with 
interacting with the prior IS will be viewed as the initial status for a change and 
those engaged with the new IS will be viewed as the final status of the change, 
and users evaluate the change based on the comparison between their initial status 
and their final status. Specifically, in this study, our theory development that 
accounts for the impact of the prior system use in users’ evaluation of a 
mandatory IS change will be guided by the equity implementation model, which 
is addressed in the next section. 
 
2.2.2 Overview of the Equity Implementation Model  
The EIM was proposed by Joshi (1991) based upon the well-established equity 
theory, which has been widely applied in social sciences and has received sound 
support from studies in various setting (Greenberg and Lind 2000; Miles et al. 
1994). The EIM takes a change perspective to examine the implementation of a 
new information system and provides us a theoretical foundation to understand 
users’ evaluation of an information system change. The framework has been 
demonstrated to be especially useful in determining users’ resistance to or 
acceptance of a new technology, information system or other change in the work 
environment (e.g., Joshi 1991; Wang and Hsieh 2006). 
The EIM assumes that there is no inherent or irrational resistance to a change, and 
individuals affected by a change will tend to evaluate it to determine their 





concerned about their inputs, outcomes and fairness when they are involved in an 
exchange relationship, and they are also inclined to compare their gains relative to 
those of their reference group (Adams 1963). A change in such an environment 
can alter the inputs and outcomes for both individuals themselves and related 
others. Therefore, each change will be evaluated by individuals in terms of its 
resulting changes in inputs and outcomes for them. If an individual on the whole 
believes a change will actually cause an increase in his or her net gains, he or she 
is likely to form a favorable attitude and be receptive to the change. Otherwise, if 
the individual perceives a decline in his or her gains, as suggested by equity 
theory, he or she is likely to experience distress of inequity and resist the change. 
Derived from equity theory, the EIM describes the processes employed by users 
in evaluating a change associated with the implementation of an information 
system in an organization and proposes that users apply three levels of analysis in 
evaluating the impact of such change. This three-level framework is summarized 
in Table 2.1 (Joshi 1991). 
Table 2.1 Three-level Framework Identified by the EIM 
Level of 
Evaluation Focus Criterion 




Fair sharing of profits (benefits) between 
self and the employer (organization) 
Level 3 
Self and other 
users 
Asymmetry in the impact on equity when 







At the first level of analysis, a user who is affected by the implementation of a 
new system will evaluate its impact in terms of the changes in his or her inputs 
and outcomes. As previously discussed, individuals are constantly concerned 
about their inputs and outcomes as well as the fairness of an exchange. A new 
system implemented in the work environment, especially one that has a major 
impact on users’ work, will inevitably bring about changes in the so-called inputs 
and outcomes for the system’s users. For instance, a user may need to exert more 
effort to learn the new system or enter data or may experience less rework due to 
reduced system errors. Users will assess these inputs and outcomes to evaluate the 
implementation of the new system. If the overall increase in outcomes is believed 
to exceed the increase in inputs, or the decrease in inputs is believed to exceed the 
decrease in outcomes, users will perceive a positive equity status and welcome the 
new change, i.e., the implementation of the new system. Otherwise, they will have 
a sense of inequity and resist the new system. At this level of analysis, a critical 
issue is to identify the specific nature of the “inputs” and “outcomes” that are 
relevant for users to evaluate the change and how these “inputs” and “outcomes” 
are influenced by the change. Joshi (1991) provides a list of possible changes in 
the inputs and outcomes that may be affected by the implementation of an 
information system or technology. However, this list of likely changes in inputs 
and outcomes that might be relevant for IT implementation lacks theoretical 
foundation and parsimony. It is also unclear how this list can be generalized to all 
new IS implementations. Thus, we focus on the characteristics of the information 





identify the nature of the inputs and outcomes that users are concerned with in 
evaluating a mandatory IS change.  
At the second level of analysis, the EIM examines users’ fairness perception in 
relation to the employer (i.e., the organization the users belong to) in sharing the 
gains or losses due to the implementation of a new system. A new technology or 
system is normally introduced to improve the productivity and profitability of an 
organization (or an organizational unit), so in addition to how a new IS affects an 
individual user, it is also likely to generate some form of benefits for the employer. 
The EIM suggests that users will examine whether the new implementation is 
more pronounced in favor of the employer and will expect the benefits to be 
shared fairly between the users and their employer, i.e., proportional to the 
respective worthiness of the users and the employer.  
Information systems in the workplace are mainly designed and implemented to 
fulfill one or more user groups’ working and communication needs. At the third 
level of analysis, a user will make a comparison of his or her relative outcomes 
from the system change with those of other users in the reference group. As a 
result, if a user believes that the benefits generated by a new system are more in 
favor of other users, he or she will experience inequity and resist the 
implementation.  
In summary, the EIM provides a useful framework that helps to identify the 
relevant issues (i.e., three levels of analysis) that may be of concern to users when 
evaluating changes introduced by the implementation of a new system or 





the nature of inputs and outcomes) are actually evaluated by users at the first level 
analysis (i.e., the self-level) in an IS change. Hence, we turn to the literature on IS 
evaluation and success and propose relevant quality aspects of IS characteristics 
as the specific dimensions that users are concerned with in their evaluations.  
 
2.2.3 Quality Aspect of IS Characteristics 
Users manage to accumulate actual experience from using an IS to perform their 
tasks after its initial implementation (Saeed and Abdinnour-Helm 2008). Such 
experience can invoke a deeper understanding of the system characteristics and 
help users formulate their cognitions with regard to the overall usefulness of the 
system (Jasperson et al. 2005). Specifically, in the post-implementation stage, an 
IS will begin to be infused within the organization, and users’ actual interactions 
with the IS to complete their daily work will trigger their assessment of the 
functions and features of the system and shape their mental representation of the 
system characteristics (Saeed and Abdinnour-Helm 2008). In addition, the 
interactions with the new IS may also enable the users to realize the gaps between 
their expectations and realities with regard to the new IS. This iterative process 
helps the users form perceptions regarding how much the IS characteristics can 
benefit them (Saeed and Abdinnour-Helm 2008).  
In this study, we focus on the quality aspects of IS characteristics that are 
important in one’s assessment of an IS in his or her work, which in our case, 
means to identify the specific nature of the “inputs” and “outcomes” that are 





new IS. Specifically, information quality, system quality, and service quality are 
introduced as three critical components that constitute the overall IS quality.  
In the information system literature, DeLone and McLean (1992) identify 
information and system quality as the key initial antecedents for IS satisfaction 
and usage, and given the importance of IS support, they add service quality as a 
third independent quality dimension that determines the overall success of an IS 
(Delone and Mclean 2003).  
Information quality refers to the quality of the outputs the information system 
produces and is multidimensional in nature (DeLone and McLean 1992; Huh et al. 
1990; Nelson et al. 2005). Information quality can be reflected by the desirable 
characteristics of the system outputs (Petter et al. 2008) and has proven to be 
strongly associated with system use and net benefits (Rai et al. 2002; Wixom and 
Watson 2001). Based on the categorization of intrinsic, contextual, and 
representational dimensions of information quality by Wang and Strong (1996), 
Nelson et al. (2005) identify a core set of information quality dimensions that are 
described in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2 Information Quality Dimensions 
  Information Quality Dimensions (Nelson et al. 2005) 
Accuracy The degree to which information is correct, unambiguous, meaningful, believable, and consistent. 
Completeness The degree to which all possible states relevant to the user population are represented in the stored information. 
Currency 
The degree to which information is up-to-date, or the degree to 
which the information precisely reflects the current state of the 






The degree to which information is presented in a manner that is 
understandable, representational and interpretable to the user and 
thus aids in the completion of a task. 
 
Within an organizational context, users interact with their information system 
with the goal of completing a particular task and their perceptions of their 
interactions with the system over time can be captured by the dimension of 
system quality. System quality reflects the information processing system 
required to produce the output and is a multifaceted concept. Based on their 
assessment of the literature on defining system quality, Nelson et al. (2005) 
identify five key dimensions of system quality, which are described in Table 2.3.  
Table 2.3 System Quality Dimensions 
 System Quality Dimensions (Nelson et al. 2005) 
Accessibility The degree to which a system and the information it contains can be accessed with relatively low effort. 
Reliability The degree to which a system is dependable (e.g., technically available) over time. 
Response 
time 
The degree to which a system offers timely task-related 
responses to requests for information or action. 
Flexibility The degree to which a system can adapt to a variety of user needs and to changing conditions. 
Integration 
The degree to which a system facilitates the combination of 
information from various sources to support business 
decisions. 
 
Information system service quality concerns the quality of the support that system 





Jiang et al. (2002) identify four key dimensions that underlie IS service quality, 
which are described in Table 2.4.  
 
Table 2.4 Service Quality Dimensions  
Service Quality Dimensions (Jiang et al. 2002; Parasuraman et al. 1985) 
Reliability The ability of an IS unit to perform the promised service dependably and accurately. 
Responsiveness The willingness of IS staff to help customers and provide prompt service. 
Assurance 
The knowledge and courtesy of IS 
employees and their ability to inspire trust 
and confidence. 
Empathy The ability of an IS unit to provide caring and individualized attention to users. 
 
 
2.3 IS-use-associated Extra-role Behaviors 
2.3.1 Extra-role Behavior versus In-role Behavior 
Scholars have long recognized the necessity of distinguishing between employees’ 
positive discretionary behaviors that go beyond delineated role expectations and 
their in-role performance. For instance, in view of previous findings 
demonstrating weak associations between job satisfaction and job performance, 
Organ and his colleague (Bateman and Organ 1983; Organ 1988; Organ 1990) 
argue that employee performance in previous studies was not measured 
appropriately, and such performance should be operationalized as behaviors that 





activities that are outside their core jobs and are therefore free to choose to engage 
in such activities based on their job attitudes. To cope with the issue, 
organizational citizenship behavior (OCB) was introduced as an important 
concept of extra-role behavior and was defined as “individual behavior that is 
discretionary, not directly or explicitly recognized by the formal reward system, 
and that in the aggregate promotes the effective functioning of the organization” 
(Organ 1988). Since then, accumulated evidence from decades of research on 
OCB has supported their argument and demonstrated a stronger relationship 
between employees’ job satisfaction and OCB than that between job satisfaction 
and in-role performance (Organ et al. 2006; Organ and Ryan 1995).  
By examining and synchronizing the four main extra-role concepts in the existing 
literature, including OCB, Prosocial Organizational Behavior, Whistle-Blowing 
and Principled Organizational Dissent, Van Dyne and her colleagues define extra-
role behavior as “behavior which benefits the organization and/or is intended to 
benefit the organization, which is discretionary and which goes beyond existing 
role expectations”. (p.218,  Van Dyne et al. 1995). In contrast with in-role 
behavior which is required or expected behavior and is the basis of regular and 
ongoing job performance (Katz 1964), extra-role behavior is positive and 
discretionary behavior that is not specified by employees’ formal role 
prescriptions. Therefore, if employees perform such behaviors, they will not be 
rewarded by formal reward systems; if they fail to do so, there should be no 






2.3.2 Interpersonal versus Impersonal Orientation 
The conceptualization of OCB sparked a stream of early research to further 
identify the specific types of activities and dimensionalities that compose OCB. In 
Smith et al.’s seminal work (Smith et al. 1983) operationalizing OCB, two 
separate dimensions emerge from their principal factor analysis of a pool of items 
measuring OCB, i.e., altruism, or helping specific persons, and generalized 
compliance, which pertains to a more impersonal form of conscientious 
citizenship rather than being specified to any individual. Altruism refers to 
prosocial behaviors that are directed at specific individuals or groups within an 
organization while generalized compliance (or conscientiousness) is prosocial 
behavior that is directed more at the organization. This finding suggests the 
necessity of conceptually differentiating between OCB targeted at the 
organization and OCB targeted at individuals.  
Many works examining conceptualizations of OCB have reconfirmed these two 
major dimensions, i.e., an impersonal orientation versus an interpersonal 
orientation. In particular, instead of labeling the interpersonal orientation 
dimension as altruism and the impersonal orientation dimension as generalized 
compliance, Williams and Anderson (1991) clearly separate OCB into two 
categories, i.e., OCBI refers to interpersonal OCB behaviors that “immediately 
benefit specific individuals and indirectly through this means contribute to the 
organization (e.g., helps others who have been absent, takes a personal interest in 
other employees)” (p. 602, Williams and Anderson 1991), while OCBO refers to 





advance notice when unable to come to work, adheres to informal rules devised to 
maintain order)” (p. 601, Williams and Anderson 1991).  
Although our review of the literature in the field of OCB research reveals a lack 
of consensus about the dimensionality of this concept, we find that the various 
OCB constructs explored in these studies can be roughly categorized into the two 
dimensions, i.e., an interpersonal versus impersonal orientation. A similar 
conclusion is drawn in Spitzmuller et al.’s review (2008); we summarize the 
OCB-related constructs that those authors examine in Table 2.5.  
 
Table 2.5 Interpersonal versus Impersonal OCB 
Dimensions OCB-related constructs Source 
Interpersonal 
Orientation 







Altruism Organ (1988) 
Interpersonal Facilitation Van Scotter and Motowidlo (1996) 
Helping Co-workers George and Brief (1992) 






Van Dyne et al. (1994) 
Job Dedication Van Scotter and Motowidlo (1996) 
Conscientiousness 








Moorman and Blakely 
(1995) 
 
The distinction between impersonal and interpersonal orientation is important to 
gain a deeper understanding of extra-role behavior. As found in Williams and 
Anderson’s original work (1991), prior studies consistently suggest that these two 
forms of OCB activities have different antecedents, although several studies fail 
to include both dimensions and make a distinction between them when 
investigating OCB. Since then, empirical studies have continued to demonstrate 
that OCBI and OCBO are influenced by different factors (e.g., Halbesleben and 
Bowler 2007; Ilies et al. 2007; Kaufman et al. 2001)  
 
2.3.3 Extra-role Behavior in IS research 
Research on extra-role behaviors or related phenomena in the IS field is still at in 
an early stage. In the IS behavioral security area, for instance, because most 
studies focus on in-role behaviors and the role of extra-role security behaviors has 
been largely neglected despite its importance, Hsu et al. (2015) attempt to clarify 
and examine the importance of extra-role behaviors, i.e., security behaviors that 
are not specified in an information security policy (i.e., ISP) and that are not 
dependent on the use of rewards or punishments to encourage performance, when 
evaluating the effectiveness of organizational information security policies while 





In the IS adoption and usage area, the importance of extra-role post-adoptive use 
behaviors or similar constructs has long been recognized by scholars. For instance, 
users were found to gain experience in using system features and figure out the  
non-prescribed ways to utilize and combine these system features, that is, going 
beyond the uses that are described in user guides (Cooper and Zmud 1990; 
Goodhue and Thompson 1995; Saga and Zmud 1994). Karahanna and Agarwal 
(2006) clearly emphasize the necessity of distinguishing between two levels of 
usage, i.e., in-role behaviors, meaning employees using the information system 
for the specified tasks and in the way prescribed by management, and extra-role 
behaviors, referring to discretionary constructive efforts that go beyond the work 
activities and user guides specified to them.  
We have identified some of the important IS post-adoptive use constructs 
explored in recent studies that concern extra-role behavior, which we summarize 
them in Table 2.6. 
Table 2.6 Extra-role Post-adoptive Use Constructs 





Users’ utilization of an IS to accomplish 
work that was not feasible or recognized 
prior to the application of the IS to the 
work system (Saga and Zmud 1994) 
Users’ utilization of an IS in an 
innovative manner to support their work 
performance (Wang and Hsieh 2006) 
Intention to 
explore 
Users’ willingness to explore an IS to 





Users’ discovery of ways to apply IS 
features that go beyond those originally 









Users’ goals of finding novel uses for an 
IS (Ahuja and Thatcher 2005) 
Adaptive system 
use 
A user’s revisions of which system 




The extent to which a user seeks and 
experiments with new features and 
explores creative ways of using an 
information system (Liang et al. 2015) 
 
 
As shown in Table 2.6, there are a growing number of studies in the IS adoption 
and usage area that explore extra-role post-adoptive use behaviors or similar 
constructs. However, by applying the distinction between an impersonal 
orientation and an interpersonal orientation (the importance of which has been 
demonstrated in our previous review of the OCB literature), we find that most of 
these studies focus on examining impersonal extra-role use behaviors and pay less 





Table 2.7 A Typology of Post-adoptive Behaviors 
 Extra-role 
Behavior that benefits the organization 
and/or is intended to benefit the 
organization, that is discretionary, and that 
goes beyond existing role expectations. 
In-role 
Behavior that is required or expected as part of 
performing the duties and responsibilities of the 
assigned role. 
Impersonal orientation 
Behavior that targets the 
Organization/System and 
focuses on issues & ideas 
E.g. Employees leverage 
the implemented systems 
per se to support their work 
This area has drawn increased attention in 
the extant literature.  
E.g., System exploration: Users seek and 
experiment with new features and explore 
creative ways of using an information system 
(Liang et al. 2015). 
This area has drawn most of attention in the extant 
literature.  
E.g., Routine use: Employees’ using IS in a routine 




Behavior that targets 





employees to leverage 
implemented systems to 
support their work. 
Little research has explicitly explored 
interpersonal extra-role post-adoptive use 
behaviors as focal phenomena, except peer 
support in terms of network constructs has 
recently drawn the attention of some 
scholars. 
E.g., Network centrality: The number of ties 
an individual has with others in an 
organizational unit to provide help (Sykes et 
al. 2009). 
Extensive research has explored the related concepts, 
although we will not explore this area due to the 
scope of this thesis.      
E.g., Championship: IT champions are managers 
who actively and vigorously promote their personal 
vision for the use of information technology, thus 
pushing projects over or around approval and 






2.3.4 IS-use-associated Helping Behavior 
 
Few studies have explicitly explored interpersonal extra-role IS use behaviors as 
focal phenomena, with the exception that peer support in terms of network 
constructs has recently drawn the attention of some scholars (see Sykes (2015) for 
a more comprehensive review of support structures in IS research). In response, 
we propose and examine one important form of interpersonal-oriented extra-role 
post-adoptive use behavior to attempt to fill this gap, i.e., IS-use-associated 
helping. Referring to the definition of helping (Posdakoff and Mackenzie 1994) in 
the OCB literature, we define IS-use-associated helping as helping behaviors that 
involve voluntarily helping other users with, or preventing the occurrence of, 
system-related problems. 
In organizational research, organizational outcomes have been found to be 
enhanced when employees not only perform their own duties but help each other 
perform their duties well (Van Dyne et al. 1994; Van Dyne and LePine 1998). 
Organizations and groups often depend on employees’ helping behaviors to 
address the non-routine aspects of work, which makes helping behavior a strong 
predictor of group and organizational performance. For instance, if employees 
help to spread effective practices throughout the group and help each other with 
work-related problems, managers can save time, energy and resources and focus 
on more productive tasks. In this sense, helping behaviors can increase 
managerial productivity and also reduce managers’ need to devote scarce 





In the case of IS use, helping behaviors by other users can be very important for 
one to overcome knowledge barriers that constrain system use, and interactions 
with other users can even affect an employee's ability to influence a system’s 
eventual configuration and features (Sykes et al. 2009). On the one hand, 
information systems that are currently implemented in organizations to support 
their operations and employees’ work are usually complex. Users thus face 
knowledge barriers to system use even after the formal organizational adoption of  
a system (Fichman and Kemerer 1999). Another distinguishing characteristic of 
current systems is their configurability (Sykes et al. 2009). Many working 
systems are no longer deployed in a pre-determined manner but instead are 
configured to support specific working processes and practices in the organization 
or are customized to specific employees’ preferences or job needs. This 
complexity and configurability poses salient challenges for employees who use 
the system for their job. As users, they need to master how to use the system 
effectively to perform their tasks, even when they are overwhelmed by various 
new features (Kanter 2000). On the other hand, the formal support mechanisms 
for these complex working systems such as IT help desks are often overwhelmed, 
and IT support staff are often found to lack knowledge and expertise of the 
business domain that can be critical to resolve users' problems in most cases 
(Govindarajulu 2002). All these factors make helping behaviors among peers 
crucial. An employee can help his/her colleagues by identifying certain useful 
features or shortcuts in the system that go beyond the uses delineated in the user 





other users, spending time to walk them through a series of complex processing 









CHAPTER 3. CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND 
HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 
 
Figure 3.1 depicts our conceptual model of employees’ evaluation of IS changes, 
its relation to their symbolic adoption of the new IS, and the impact of symbolic 
adoption on their interpersonal extra-role behaviors associated with IS use in the 
post-implementation stage. By integrating the three-level framework of the equity 
implementation model, the three aspects of IS quality, and the literature on change 
management, we 1) explicitly take into account the possible influences of prior IS 
use on users’ assessment of an IS change in terms of three quality aspects at the 
self-level; 2) identify change leadership, change procedural fairness and resource 
allocation fairness as key determinants at the other two levels and propose that 
users’ evaluation of IS changes at all three levels combines to influence their 
symbolic adoption of a new IS. Further, by combining the literature on OCB with 
that on post-adoptive IS use, we hypothesize that employees’ symbolic adoption 
can be an important motivational antecedent of their interpersonal extra-role 












The central thesis is that, in the case of a mandatory system change, employees 
(or users) are likely to evaluate the system change in the post-implementation 
stage by 1) comparing the major quality characteristics of the new IS with those 
of the prior IS at the self-level of evaluation; 2) comparing the relative outcome 
resulting from the IS change for themselves with that for the employer or 
organization at the self-employer-level of evaluation; and 3) comparing the 
relative outcome resulting from the IS change for themselves with that for other 
users in the reference group at the self-others-level of evaluation. All the three 
levels of evaluation are crucial in shaping the equity perceptions of the employees 
and determining whether they find the change resulting from the new system to be 
in their favor. If employees assess the mandatory IS change as favorable and 
worthwhile, they are likely to mentally accept and welcome the new IS, thereby 
engaging in symbolic adoption of the new system. Further, one’s symbolic 
adoption will act as an important motivational antecedent of his/her interpersonal 
extra-role behaviors associated with IS use, i.e., IS-use-associated helping. 
 
3.1 First Level of Evaluation – Self 
 
According to EIM, at the self-level of analysis, a user evaluates the impact of a 
new system in terms of the specific changes in his or her inputs and outcomes. 
Changes in outcomes are defined as the perceived benefits or losses that the 
implementation of a system produces for the user and changes in input refer to the 





the IS implementation (Joshi 1991). As mentioned above, the critical issue is to 
identify the specific nature of these “inputs” and “outcomes” that are relevant for 
users to evaluate the IS change and how these “inputs” and “outcomes” are 
influenced by the change. In our case where a new information system is 
implemented to replace the prior one, the major change can be straight-forward 
for affected employees (or users): instead of using the precursor, users now have 
to interact with the features of a new system to do their jobs. In other words, those 
salient changes for users lie exactly in the differences in the characteristics of the 
two systems. Users are likely to focus on those pivotal characteristics of an IS in 
assessing the extent of equity at the self-level. As discussed previously, guided by 
the extant literature on IS evaluation and adoption we identify three quality 
aspects of IS characteristics that are important to one’s assessment of an IS in 
his/her work context, namely information quality, system quality and service 
quality.  
All three quality aspects of IS characteristics that users concern in their evaluation 
of a system change at the first level can affect employees’ symbolic adoption. As 
discussed in the literature, there are four sub-dimensions underlying the notion of 
symbolic adoption, i.e., mental acceptance, use commitment, effort worthiness, 
and heightened enthusiasm (Karahanna and Agarwal 2006). A user with a belief 
in the inherent benefits of an IS change in terms of the three quality aspects is 
more likely to recognize the value relevance of the new IS implementation and to 
view it as a good idea, to become more committed to the use of the technology 





in learning to use the system as worthwhile and to feel enthusiastic about applying 
the technology to improve their work efficiency (Wang and Hsieh 2006). 
Consistent with the above, user satisfaction as another form of evaluative 
response that reflects “manifold beliefs about the relative value of MIS” (Wixom 
and Watson 2001) is also found to be a significant predictor of symbolic adoption 
(Karahanna 1999; Nah et al. 2004). 
Information quality is defined as the effectiveness of IS semantic-level outputs 
that can be “primarily in the form of reports” (DeLone and McLean 1992). As 
discussed in the literature, information quality captures the desirable 
characteristics of the system outputs (Petter et al. 2008). In particular, four 
underlying dimensions are identified as the core set across different systems that 
shape users’ perception of information quality, i.e., information accuracy, 
completeness, currency and format (Nelson et al. 2005). Information quality 
captures the instrumentality of IS use and is a direct benefit resulting from an 
information system for users (e.g., Iivari 2005; Jiang et al. 2002; Ram and Jung 
1991). A positive association between information quality and user satisfaction is 
strongly supported in the literature (Iivari 2005; Wu and Wang 2006). In using the 
EIM as our theoretical lens, we contend that after a mandatory system change is 
implemented, information quality will be evaluated by users on a comparison 
basis, and it is the information quality of the new IS relative to that of the old IS 
perceived by a user that determines his/her satisfaction. 
Specifically, in the post-implementation stage of a mandatory system change, the 





benefit from the prior system in their daily job. The benefits in terms of good-
quality information outputs generated by using the prior system are lost due to the 
mandatory system change. Hence, the information quality of the prior system can 
be viewed as a decrease in outcomes at the self-level of evaluation.  
Meanwhile, the new IS system will hopefully offset the losses that are incurred by 
replacing the old system. In the post-implementation phase, when new IS has 
been rolled out and is available for daily use, a user can enjoy benefits in the same 
aspects: the user can again view and utilize more or less accurate, complete, 
understandable and up-to-date information outputs from the new system to 
complete his or her job tasks. In this sense, the information quality of the new 
system is viewed as increases in the outcome due to the change. We use the 
terminology Relative Information Quality to explicitly capture users’ comparison 
of the Information Quality of the prior IS with that of the new IS and hypothesize 
as follows: 
H1. Employees’ perceived relative information quality is positively related to their 
symbolic adoption of the new IS. 
 
To the extent that information quality is related most closely to the output of an IS, 
system quality represents user perceptions of interactions with the system over 
time that process and produces the output (DeLone and McLean 1992). Five 
characteristics have been identified as key dimensions underlying system quality 
(Nelson et al. 2005), i.e., system accessibility, reliability, response time, flexibility 





In the same manner as information quality, system quality is evaluated by users 
on a comparison basis in a mandatory system change. The ease of accessing the 
prior system, its dependable ways of processing information and tasks, and its 
timely responses to user requests can no longer be experienced by users when the 
prior IS has been replaced. Therefore, the system quality of the prior system in 
terms of accessibility, reliability, flexibility, etc. will be a loss and will be viewed 
as a decrease in the outcome or an increase in input. However, users can figure 
out ways to easily access the new system and gain confidence in relying on the 
new system to perform their jobs, thus benefiting from its system quality. For this 
reason, the system quality of the new system can be assessed as increases in the 
outcome or decreases in the input due to the change. We use the terminology 
Relative System Quality to explicitly capture users’ comparison of the System 
Quality of the prior IS with that of the new IS and hypothesize as follows: 
 H2. Employees’ perceived relative system quality is positively related to their 
symbolic adoption of the new IS. 
 
Service quality refers to the quality of the support that system users receive from 
the IS department and IT support personnel (Petter et al. 2008). Extant studies that 
have examined the positive relationship between service quality and user 
satisfaction in different contexts find mixed support for the relationship, which 
might be due to the sensitivity of the construct of service quality to its 





Jiang et al. (2002) conclude that there are four key characteristics that underlie the 
IS service quality, i.e., service reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. 
In the case where a prior system is replaced by a new one in an organization, there 
are also associated changes in the support or service content provided by the IS 
support unit as well as the competency of the IS support personnel, which thereby 
alters the quality of service provided to users. The service quality associated with 
the prior system has been replaced by that associated with the new system. 
Therefore, we hypothesize as follows: 
H3. Employees’ perceived relative service quality is positively related to their 
symbolic adoption of the new IS. 
 
3.2 Second Level of Evaluation - Self and Employer 
At the second level of analysis in the EIM, a user will compare the change in his 
or her relative outcomes with that of the employer. Specifically, a user evaluates 
whether the gains have been shared fairly between herself and the employer. 
However, mixed findings on the relationship between the organizational benefits 
(e.g., profitability, sales) associated with a system and user satisfaction indicate 
that it is difficult for employees to estimate the exact gains or losses for their 
organization resulting from an specific IS change (Jones and Beatty 2001; 
Premkumar et al. 1994). Therefore, we instead identify two important factors that 
are more visible to employees and that to a large extent determine the relative 





change, i.e., IS Change Procedural Fairness with regard to the change decisions 
and procedures and IS Change Leadership with regard to change-specific leader 
behaviors. 
IS Change Procedural Fairness refers to the fairness of the procedures in making 
the decision to change the system and determining the relative allocation of 
related resources (Joshi 1989), which can be particularly relevant at this level of 
evaluation (Joshi 1991). The concept originates from the notion of procedural 
justice, which refers to the perceived fairness of a decision-making process as 
measured by its accordance with expected or accepted norms (Lind and Tyler 
1988; Thibaut and Walker 1975). It concerns the fairness and transparency of the 
process by which decisions are made in resolving conflicts and allocating 
resources, and is closely related to people’s attitudes towards and evaluations of 
institutions (Lind and Tyler 1988; Tyler and Caine 1981). 
In the field of organizational justice research, the fairness of the process used to 
resolve a dispute has been found to be positively related to subjective assessments 
of outcome favorability (Hollander-Blumoff and Tyler 2008). In our case where 
IS change is mandatory, the importance of the procedural justice perceived by 
employees could be even more salient than it is in a voluntary IS change. The 
imposition of a new IS can increase employees’ perceived uncertainty and their 
need for control over processes and outcomes, and procedures that are viewed as 
fair can increase employees’ predictability and fulfill their need for control 





Therefore, if an IS change decision is believed to have been made on a transparent 
and democratic basis with sufficient user involvement, the users may perceive 
equity and form supportive feelings towards the change. Thus, we hypothesize as 
follows: 
H4. Employees’ perceived IS Change Procedural Fairness is positively related to 
their symbolic adoption of the new IS. 
 
In the management literature, change leadership refers to the here-and-now 
change-specific leader behaviors that focus on a specific change and the tactical 
way a manager lead change initiatives (Herold et al. 2008; House and Aditya 
1997). From an EIM perspective, on the one hand, such change initiatives led by 
managers can impress employees with their effort in implementing the change 
and shape their perception of the input from the employer. On the other hand, 
involving and supporting employees in such change initiatives may improve their 
understanding of the rationale for and the benefits from the change, which 
eventually increases their perceived relative outcomes for themselves. Overall, it 
is conceivable that change leadership can largely affect an employee’s perception 
of the change in his or her outcomes relative to that of the employer, thereby 
influencing their motivation to enact the change. Similarly, in the literature with 
regard to organizational changes, change leadership behaviors have been found to 
be associated with employees’ commitment or support for a change (Burke 2002). 






H5. Employees’ perceived IS change leadership is positively related to their 
symbolic adoption of the new IS. 
 
3.3 Third Level of Evaluation- Self and Other Users 
Current information system implemented in an enterprise normally has more than 
one category of users, i.e., different user groups. Depending on their jobs and 
duties, each group of users have their specific needs for the system and need to 
compete for the resources associated with the system (Kling and Iacono 1984; 
Markus 1983). At the third level by EIM, as mentioned previously, a user 
compares her relative outcomes with those of other users in the reference group 
(Joshi 1991). The actual impact of a change of IS on an individual user could 
differ across different groups of users. For example, a new integrated health 
information system used in a hospital could be designed and implemented 
primarily to enhance doctors’ work processes and support their needs but neglect 
some of the crucial needs of nurse users and their user experience. As a result, 
nurse users may feel that the doctor users benefit the most from the system change 
compared to themselves. In this way, they may perceive unfairness and become 
dissatisfied with the IS change initiative. This sense of fairness or unfairness is 
referred to IS Resource Allocation Fairness, which we define as the perceived 
fairness with regard to how IS resources are shared by or allocated between one’s 
own user group and other groups based on the general notion of distributive 
justice (Brown et al. 2002).  
In organization justice research, distributive justice has been found to be 





1999). Typically, if employees believe that they are being fairly rewarded for their 
contribution to the organization, they will feel a sense of attachment, 
identification, and involvement with that organization. In our case, the foci are IS 
resources resulting from IS change, such as computing resources (e.g., terminals, 
printers and packages), priorities of development of needed features, and IT 
support services. Employees who perceive the change to be bringing them a fair 
allocation of IS resources are likely to reciprocate with enthusiasm (Nah et al. 
2004) and thus become more committed to the use of the new IS. On the contrary, 
perceived inequity of their outcomes may create tension within employees and 
make them react against the inequity (Adams 1963). Thus we hypothesize as 
follows: 
H6. Employees’ perceived IS resource allocation fairness is positively related to 
their symbolic adoption of the new IS. 
 
3.4 Symbolic Adoption on IS-use-associated Helping 
 
IS-use-associated helping is a form of altruistic behavior. In the social psychology 
literature on altruism, people have been found to behave more altruistically when 
they are in a mood of positive affect, which can be induced by prior success on a 
challenging task, quiet meditation about a past enjoyable experience, or simply 
the good fortune of receiving something desirable, while conversely, when people 
feel frustrated, disappointed, angry or have some other type of negative mood, 





Isen and Levin 1972). As a state that reflects one’s mental evaluation of a system 
used in their daily work and whether that use is pleasant and worthwhile 
(Karahanna and Agarwal 2006), symbolic adoption can represent an enduring 
affective state that can further induce and sustain an employee’s positive mood 
with regard to interactions with the system. In this sense, symbolic adoption 
should account for some portion of employees’ likelihood to engage in IS-use-
associated helping.  
Previous research in social psychology has also demonstrated that individuals 
who help are more likely to expect the act to be successful and to anticipate 
positive outcomes for the other individual (Midlarsky 1984) In return, the helper 
will receive the pleasure of doing a good deed (Karylowski 1971). In a similar 
manner, an employee’s positive evaluation of a new system could translate into 
her willingness to be helpful in other users’ interactions with the system because 
she can anticipate the same positive outcomes resulting from better utilizing the 
system for other users.  
IS-use-associated helping is also a form of affiliative behavior that is 
interpersonal and cooperative and that maintains and strengthens relationships 
(Van Dyne and LePine 1998). From a social exchange perspective, users who 
have a positive evaluation of the return from using a system and accept the system 
as a worthwhile concept are motivated to reciprocate to other users by a desire to 
maintain equitable and favorable workplace relationships that extend beyond the 





symbolic adoption can be a motivational antecedent of IS-use-associated helping. 
Thus we hypothesize as follows: 
H7. Employees’ symbolic adoption of the new IS is positively related to their IS-
use-associated helping. 
 
From the extant OCB literature, two main categories of factors have emerged as 
important antecedents of OCB, i.e., task characteristics and individual 
characteristics (Podsakoff et al. 2000). For instance, empirical studies have 
demonstrated that task characteristics have consistent relationships with OCBs 
(Podsakoff et al. 1996). Specifically, three forms of task characteristics, i.e., task 
feedback, task routinization, and intrinsically satisfying tasks have been found to 
be significantly related to OCBs such that task feedback and intrinsically 
satisfying tasks are positively related to OCBs and task routinization is negatively 
related to OCBs. As defined by Kerr and Jermier (1978), task routinization refers 
to the degree to which a task is unambiguous, routine, and methodologically 
invariant; task feedback refers to the degree to which the task provides its own 
feedback concerning accomplishment; and intrinsically satisfying tasks refers to 
the degree to which executing a task is experienced as satisfying and enjoyable. 
Given that tasks can be closely interlinked with the technical functions of a 
system and relates to one’s adoption of the system (Liang et al. 2015), we chose 
to include task characteristics to control for their effect in addition to the focal 
relationship we hypothesized between symbolic adoption and IS-use-associated 





characteristics, including employees’ prosocial values and affective commitment 
to their organization. Prosocial values reflects an employee’s general tendency to 
be helpful to others (Organ 1988; Rioux and Penner 2001), while affectively 
committed employees are viewed as having a sense of belonging and 
identification that increases their involvement in the organization's activities, their 
willingness to pursue the organization's goals, and their desire to remain with the 
organization (Meyer and Allen 1991). Both prosocial values and affective 
commitment have been found to be strongly associated with OCB directed at 







CHAPTER 4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
We conducted a field study in the Department of Diagnostic Radiology (i.e. DDR) 
of a public hospital located in a Commonwealth country to test our research 
hypotheses and used survey questionnaires as our main data collection vehicle.  
The hospital is one of the largest public hospitals in the country, which has about 
one thousand and seven hundred beds and a staff of more than nine thousand. The 
hospital provides specialist care and a comprehensive range of other medical 
services for patients. In addition, the hospital is also a leading teaching institution, 
which provides teaching and training for medical undergraduates, specialist 
doctors, nurses and other professionals.  
The focal system is Radiology Information System / Picture Archiving and 
Communication System (RIS/PACS) used in DDR (see section 4.1 for more 
details about the system). First, we conducted a search for sample items used to 
measure the focal constructs within the literature. Then we conducted interviews 
with six users, i.e. two representatives from each of the three user groups, 
including radiologists, radiographers, and clerks/nurses. The interviews  were 
mainly designed to assess the face validity of the items. Next, we followed the 
procedures prescribed by Moore and Benbasat (1991) to assess the content 
validation of the items (the detail of which is described in the section 4.3). 





department and the users of RIS/PACS were invited to participate in the survey 
anonymously.  
 
4.1 Research Background: Upgrade of RIS/PACS 
 
Our research context is within the Department of Diagnostic Radiology (DDR) 
which recently implemented a major upgrade of their Radiology Information 
System/ Picture Archiving and Communication System (RIS/PACS). As the 
technology for acquiring, storing, retrieving, displaying, and distributing images, 
RIS/PACS generally provides an integrated solution for the management of 
hospital diagnostic radiology functions and improved operational efficiency 
across the hospital (Boochever 2004).  
Specifically, the RIS/PACS in our context is implemented to support the main 
workflow for radiology, including ordering, processing, review and interpretation 
of imaging studies as well as distribution of imaging studies and reports to 
referring physicians or radiology clerical staff. Figure 4.1 depicts the role of 


















• Patients are received by clerical staff and placed in a worklist for  radiology 




• Following departmental protocols and procedures, radiographers acquiring images by 
various modalities such as Computed Radiography (CR), Computed 










• Radiologists review and interpret imaging studies in RIS/PACS. A variety of image 
navigation and measurement tools are provided for radiologists in the system. 





• Radiology reports and images are distributed to the referring physicians either 





To summarize, RIS/PACS is an integrated system comprised of both RIS and 
PACS functions that streamlines and simplifies the main workflow of the whole 
radiology department. Regarding the processes of imaging review and 
interpretation for radiologists, for instance, the system provides extensive imaging 
tools with user-defined defaults and preferences to meet different radiologists’ 
requirements. Three different groups of employees are using RIS/PACS for their 
daily work in the department, i.e. radiologists, radiographers and clerks/nurses.   
The old RIS/PACS had been used in DDR since 2013 till early 2015 when a 
major upgrade was implemented to deploy various new features or functionalities 
to better cater to the needs of different groups of users and support the operations 
of the department. The upgrade and use of the system is compulsory for all the 
users, including radiologists, radiographers and nurses/clerks, and they have to 
use the new system on a daily basis to complete their tasks. 
Overall, the context is appropriate for us to investigate employees’ evaluation of 
mandatory IS change in the post-implementation stage. Users from all three 
groups that had used both the new and the old versions of RIS/PACS were invited 
and recruited as our participants for the study. 
 
4.2 Construct Operationalization  
 
All focal constructs in the model were measured using the scale items adapted 
from prior studies to enhance validity. For the details of operationalization of 





The three quality aspects of IS characteristics, i.e. Relative Information Quality, 
Relative System Quality and Relative Service Quality were operationalized as 
formative constructs (Cenfetelli and Bassellier 2009). Scales for Relative 
Information Quality (RInfQ) and Relative System Quality (RSysQ) were adapted 
from Nelson et al. (2005) and Relative Service Quality (RSerQ) were adapted 
from Jiang et al. (2002). 
IS Resource Allocation Fairness (ResFair), IS Change Procedural Fairness 
(ProcFair) and IS Change Leadership (CLeader) were operationalized as 
reflective constructs using scales adapted from Rhoades et al. (2001), Joshi (1991) 
and Herold et al. (2008), respectively. 
Karahanna and Agarwal (2006) suggest that symbolic adoption is 
multidimensional in nature, which consists of four sub-dimensions: mental 
acceptance, i.e., the extent to which a user views the artifact as a good idea; use 
commitment, i.e., the degree to which  a user is committed to the use of a system 
regardless of whether it is mandated or not; effort worthiness, i.e., a user’s 
positive evaluation of his or her return on the effort, time or other resources 
expended in order to use the system; and heightened enthusiasm, i.e. the 
eagerness with which a user approaches the behaviors associated with system use. 
Therefore, Symbolic Adoption (SA) was operationalized as a formative second-
order variable using the four sub-dimensions as indicators, including Mental 
Acceptance (MA), Use Commitment (UC), Effort Worthiness (EW), and 
Heightened Enthusiasm (HE). Measures for the four sub-dimensions were adapted 





operationalized as a reflective construct using the scales adapted from Posdakoff 
and Mackenzie (1994)  . 
In addition to basic demographic information (e.g. gender, age group, education 
level, and working experience) of participants, we also included personal 
innovativeness with IT as control variables in examining the antecedents of 
symbolic adoption. Personal innovativeness with IT (Innov) is defined as the 
willingness of an individual to try out any new information technology and has 
been found to serve as a key moderator for the antecedents as well as the 
consequences of the perceptions of an innovation (Agarwal and Prasad 1998).  
As important controls to tease out the impact of symbolic adoption on IS-use 
helping, three Task characteristics, i.e. Task Routinization (TRout), Task 
Feedback (TFeed), and Intrinsically Satisfying Tasks (IST) were operationalized 
as reflective constructs using scales adapted from Podsakoff et al. (1993); two 
individual Characteristics, i.e. Prosocial Value (PV) and Affective Organizational 
Commitment (AOC) were operationalized as reflective constructs. The scales were 
adapted from Rioux and Penner (2001) and Meyer and Allen (1997) respectively. 
To account for the common method biases that are potentially caused by mood 
state (i.e. positive or negative affectivity), we followed remedies recommended by 
Podsakoff et al. (2003) and included items to measure positive affectivity, which 
refers to the propensity of respondents to view themselves and the world around 






4.3 Content Validity Assessment  
 
With all the measures for the constructs of the model adapted from the related 
literature, we conducted a two-stage content validation exercise to further assess 
the content vality. Specifically, we follow the procedures recommended by Moore 
and Benbasat (1991). Four graduate students were recruited as sorters in the first 
stage of the exercise, i.e., unstructured sorting. Each item was printed on a 
separate small card and all these cards were mixed up together for them to 
categorize. More specifically, each sorter was asked to independently categorize 
the items by putting together the items that they think are related to a same 
concept and attatch a label with a brief description of each category of the items 
which they think made up a construct.  
The results of the unstructured sorting were shown in Table 4.1. The labels or 
description provided by the four sorters for the constructs closely corresponded to 
our constructs. Overall, the four sorters correctly placed 90.8% of the items onto 
the intended construct which was satisfactory. 
At the second stage of content validation exercise, i.e., structured sorting, the 
other four graduate students were recruited as item sorters. Again, each item was 
printed on a separate small card and all these cards were mixed up together for 
them to sort, while this time we also provided the definitions of all the target 
constructs. Each sorter was asked to independently categorize the items by putting 





sorter find it difficult for an item to fit in any target construct category, he or she 
could put the item under the category other.  
The results of the structured sorting were shown in Table 4.2. Overall, the four 
sorters correctly put 95.9% of the items onto the intended constructs, which was 
satisfactory considering that the total number of constructs was about 30.  
Based on the sorting result, we carefully examined the constructs to which less 
than 90% of the items were correctly placed. One item from Responsiveness was 
put twice under the category in Reliability. Given that both the constructs are sub-
dimensions of Relative Service Quality and they can be correlated to each other, 
we kept the item in our measurement model.  For each of IST, PV and AOC 
construct, there was one item placed by two sorters into the other categories, 
respectively. Therefore, these three items were removed from the questionnaire to 






Table 4.1 Results of Unstructured Sorting Exercise 
Target 
Construct 
Actual Category   





Compl [1] 12                            12 100 
Acur [2]  12                           12 100 
Fmt [3]   12                          12 100 
Curr [4]  1  11                         12 91.6 
RSysQ 
Relia [5]     12                        12 100 
Flexi [6]      11 1                      12 91.6 
Inte[7] 2      10                      12 83.3 
Acces [8]        12                     12 100 
Resptm[9]  3       9                    12 75 
RSerQ 
Relib[10]          12                   12 100 
Resp [11]          2 10                  12 83.3 
Assur [12]          2  10                 12 83.3 
Emp [13]             12                12 100 
ProcFair[14]              16 4              20 80.0 
ResFair[15]           1 1   22              24 90.9 
CLeader[16]             2 1  25             28 89.3 
SA 
MA[17]                 12            12 100 
UC[18]                  12           12 100 
EW[19]                   7         1 8 87.5 
HE[20]                    10        2 12 83.3 
ISHelp [21]                     24     2  2 28 85.7 
TRout [22]                      16       16 100 
TFeed [23]                       16      16 100 
IST[24]                   2     16    2 20 80.0 
Innov [25]                         16    16 100 
PV [26]                     1     20  3 24 83.3 
AOC[27]                           17 3 20 85.0 







Table 4.2 Results of Structured Sorting Exercise 
Target Construct 
Actual Category   





Compl [1] 12                            12 100 
Acur [2]  12                           12 100 
Fmt [3]   12                          12 100 
Curr [4]  1  11                         12 91.6 
RSysQ 
Relia [5]     12                        12 100 
Flexi [6]      12                       12 100 
Inte[7] 1      11                      12 91.6 
Acces [8]        12                     12 100 
Resptm[9]  1       11                    12 91.6 
RSerQ 
Relib[10]          12                   12 100 
Resp [11]           12                  12 100 
Assur[12]          2  10                 12 83.3 
Emp [13]             12                12 100 
ProcFair[14]              19 1              20 95.0 
ResFair[15]            1   23              24 95.8 
CLeader[16]                28             28 100 
SA 
MA[17]                 12            12 100 
UC[18]                  12           12 100 
EW[19]                   8          8 100 
HE[20]                    12         12 100 
ISHelp [21]                     26     1  1 28 92.9 
TRout [22]                      16       16 100 
TFeed [23]                       16      16 100 
IST[24]                        18    2 20 90.0 
Innov [25]                         16    16 100 
PV [26]                     2     20  2 24 83.3 
AOC[27]                           18 2 20 90.0 






4.4 Survey Administration 
 
For participants of the survey, we target at three groups of employees in the DDR 
(i.e. radiologist, radiographer and clerk/nurse) of the hospital who had 
experienced the recent major upgrade of the RIS/PACS as users. For 
radiographers and clerks/nurses, we first invited them to sign up with time slots 
(i.e. forming a schedule) that were convenient for them to participate and then 
stayed in a pre-assigned room in the department during their working hours. 
Following the schedule, participants took turns to come to the room and complete 
the survey anonymously. Considering that radiologists’ schedule is normally very 
tight, we took a bit different approach to administrate the survey to them. We first 
sent all the radiologists an email to inform them about the survey study and a brief 
instruction to participate. Hard copies of the survey were then put into their letter 
boxes in the department. Radiologist were reminded by our research team to fill in 
the survey at their convenience and returned the forms to us around the 
department. After completion, the participant was given $5 gift voucher as a token 
of appreciation.  
We managed to  have 175 participants eventually and most of the employees in 
the department that were qualified for the survey had been involved.  Table 4.3 
presents the demographics of the participants. Among the participants, 62.3% are 
female; 83.4% are below 50 years old; 76% of them have a bachelor or above 





21.1% are clerks/nurses. About 78.9% of participants’ working experience was 
more than 2 years.  
 
Table 4.3 Participants’ Demographics 
Demographics Category Frequency Percent (%) Cumulative Percent (%) 
Gender 
Male 66 37.7 37.7 
Female 109 62.3 100.0 
Age Group 
Below 20 1 0.6 0.6 
20 – 24 years old 14 8.0 8.6 
25 – 29 years old 52 29.7 38.3 
30 – 34 years old 35 20.0 58.3 
35 – 39 years old 19 10.9 69.1 
40 – 44 years old 16 9.1 78.3 
45 - 49 years old 9 5.1 83.4 
50 – 54 years old 13 7.4 90.9 
55 – 59 years old 9 5.1 96.0 
60 – 64 years old 3 1.7 97.7 
65 or above 4 2.3 100.0 
Education 
Middle School 17 9.7 9.7 
High School 25 14.3 24.0 
Bachelor 88 50.3 74.3 
Master 39 22.3 96.6 
Doctorate 6 3.4 100.0 
Designation 
Radiologist 34 19.4 19.4 
Radiographer 104 59.4 78.9 
Clerk & Nurse 37 21.1 100.0 
Working Experience 
Below 2 years 37 21.1 21.1 
2 – 5 years 68 38.9 60.0 
6 – 10 years 39 22.3 82.3 
11 – 15 years 11 6.3 88.6 








CHAPTER 5. DATA ANALYSIS 
 
We used partial least squares (PLS) path modeling method as structural equation 
modeling technique. The method was chosen due to the following reasons: First, 
our construct operationalization includes both formative and reflective constructs 
and PLS is readily to model latent constructs as either formative or reflective 
indicators. Second, this study is exploratory rather than confirmatory in nature 
and PLS is more suitable for exploratory studies. Third, our conceptual model 
includes about twenty constructs where PLS is more preferable than covariance-
based structural question modeling that requires a much larger sample size to 
prevent nonconvergence and ensure reliability (Lowry et al. 2014). We followed a 
guideline for using PLS path modeling to access hierarchical construct models, 
where the second-order latent variables were set up through the repeated use of 
the measures of the first-order latent variables (Wetzels et al. 2009). Specifically, 
we use SmartPLS (version 3.0) for data analysis, which is a component-based 
path modeling software application based on the PLS method. While covariance-
based software such as LISREL is mainly designed to perform analyses involving 
reflective constructs, SmartPLS can readily handle both reflective and formative 
constructs (Gefen et al. 2000).  
In the following sections, the constructs were first assessed for reliability and 
validity. After ascertaining that the constructs in the measurement model could 
meet parametric requirements of further test, the hypotheses were tested using 






5.1 Evaluating the Measurement Model 
 
Reflective constructs were assessed in terms of their convergent validity and 
discriminant validity. We first tested the items of reflective constructs through 
using factor analysis with principal components analysis (varimax rotation) in 
SPSS and the factor loadings were examined to check the convergent validity and 
discriminant valid. Specifically, convergent validity was assessed by examining 
the factor loadings to see whether the items of the same construct correlate highly 
amongst themselves; discriminant validity was assessed by checking the loadings 
to see whether the items loaded more highly on the intended constructs than on 
other constructs (Cook and Campbell 1979). Our first round of factor analysis 
generated 12 components with eigenvalues above 1 (see Appendix B). According 
to Comrey (1973), loadings above 0.55 are considered good and three items 
appeared not to have a good loadings onto intended component, including item 
ResFair5, Innov3 and PA10. Thus these three items were omitted from our second 
round of factor analysis. This time 11 components were generated which 
corresponded to the 11 constructs. All questions had good loadings on the 
intended constructs.  
We then proceeded to further access convergent validity by examining composite 
reliability, Cronbach’s alpha, item loadings, and average variance extracted (AVE) 
for the measures (Hair et al. 1998). As shown in Table 5.1, all the Cronbach’s 





and all the AVE values were above the recommended threshold of 0.50 (Hair et al. 
1998).  Item loadings were all significant. We further verified discriminant 
validity by comparing the square root of AVEs with correlations among 
constructs. The square root of the AVE for each construct was greater than the 
levels of the correlations involving the construct (Table 5.2), confirming 
discriminant validity (Fornell and Larcker 1981). 
Table 5.1 Convergent Validity for Reflective Constructs 




CLeader1 0.861 30.326 
0.96 0.95 0.77 
CLeader2 0.860 32.475 
CLeader3 0.914 69.084 
CLeader4 0.892 39.944 
CLeader5 0.871 31.603 
CLeader6 0.894 36.714 
CLeader7 0.848 28.104 
ResFair 
ResFair1 0.813 21.363 
0.92 0.90 0.72 
ResFair2 0.896 43.536 
ResFair3 0.909 57.986 
ResFair4 0.775 16.782 
ResFair6 0.834 25.147 
ProcFair 
ProcFair1 0.707 10.495 
0.89 0.86 0.63 
ProcFair2 0.766 10.379 
ProcFair3 0.735 9.813 
ProcFair4 0.877 26.602 
ProcFair5 0.87 24.641 
ISHelp 
ISHelp1 0.831 25.811 
0.93 0.91 0.70 
ISHelp2 0.807 19.336 
ISHelp3 0.863 39.776 
ISHelp4 0.852 33.289 
ISHelp5 0.848 32.426 
ISHelp6 0.799 25.387 
TRout 
Trout1 0.933 9.346 
0.95 0.92 0.81 
Trout2 0.932 9.114 
Trout3 0.915 7.543 
Trout4 0.820 6.837 
TFeed 
TFeed1 0.874 34.933 
0.96 0.94 0.86 
TFeed2 0.940 71.706 
TFeed3 0.943 75.008 






IST1 0.924 60.633 
0.97 0.96 0.88 
IST2 0.956 128.894 
IST3 0.947 63.415 
IST4 0.926 49.924 
Innov 
Innov1 0.961 8.939 
0.88 0.83 0.71 Innov2 0.703 3.536 
Innov3 0.844 6.613 
PV 
PV1 0.905 50.468 
0.95 0.94 0.80 
PV2 0.912 44.921 
PV3 0.901 38.105 
PV4 0.929 74.819 
PV5 0.819 13.092 
AOC 
AOC1 0.927 51.372 
0.97 0.95 0.88 
AOC2 0.962 120.113 
AOC3 0.920 50.356 






Table 5.2 Inter-correlations among Latent Variables  
Square Root 
of AVE AOC CLeader ProcFair ISHelp ResFair Innov IST PV RInfQ RSerQ RSysQ TFeed TRout
AOC 0.94             
CLeader 0.46 0.88            
ProcFair 0.27 0.68 0.79           
ISHelp 0.47 0.45 0.24 0.83          
ResFair 0.38 0.64 0.54 0.37 0.85         
Innov 0.36 0.19 0.15 0.52 0.25 0.84        
IST 0.45 0.58 0.34 0.44 0.48 0.19 0.94       
PV 0.57 0.22 0.13 0.43 0.19 0.42 0.27 0.89      
RInfQ 0.27 0.49 0.32 0.39 0.51 0.21 0.38 0.20 -     
RSerQ 0.35 0.64 0.42 0.47 0.60 0.21 0.51 0.18 0.56 -    
RSysQ 0.27 0.53 0.33 0.37 0.54 0.16 0.45 0.17 0.69 0.56 -   
TFeed 0.47 0.53 0.31 0.43 0.44 0.25 0.64 0.37 0.43 0.53 0.44 0.93  
TRout 0.16 0.02 -0.04 0.17 0.12 0.13 0.07 0.32 0.22 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.90 




We followed the guidelines for specifying formative constructs in IS (Cenfetelli 
and Bassellier 2009; Petter et al. 2007) to assess construct validity and reliability 
of the formative constructs. Specifically, for construct validity, principal 
components analysis was first performed to examine the item weights for 
measures. All items loaded on the intended constructs (Table 5.3). For reliability, 
item collinearity in terms of VIF was examined to see whether formative 
measures within a construct were highly correlated. As shown in Table 5.3, VIFs 
of all items were less than 4, therefore, multicollinearity was not a concern and no 
item was considered as redundant (Diamantopoulos et al. 2008).  
 
Table 5.3 Component Score Coefficient Matrix for Formative Constructs 
Construct Items 
Component 
VIF 1 2 3 
RInfQ 
Compl -.164 -.035 .404 2.12 
Acur -.129 -.073 .405 2.36 
Fmt -.052 -.082 .334 2.29 
Curr -.138 -.088 .427 2.47 
RSysQ 
Relia .325 -.041 -.131 2.05 
Flexi .319 -.041 -.118 2.13 
Inte .360 -.097 -.120 2.06 
Acces .342 -.053 -.118 2.81 
Resptm .284 -.054 -.093 1.58 
RSerQ 
Relib -.039 .353 -.142 2.07 
Resp -.106 .357 -.048 3.18 
Assur -.052 .308 -.043 3.58 
Emp -.092 .336 -.040 3.18 
 
 
Next we specified the three formative constructs in the research model and 
examined formative item weights by PLS (Table 5.4). Weights for some items are 
not significant. Given that each item represents a unique quality characteristics 
such that removing any of them may change the nature of the corresponding 
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construct, we chose to keep all the items for content validity (Bollen and Lennox 
1991; Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer 2001).  
Table 5.4 Psychometric Properties for Formative Constructs 
Construct Items Weight T Statistics P Values 
RInfQ 
Compl 0.31 1.66 0.097 
Acur 0.1 0.76 0.449 
Fmt 0.434** 3.43 0.001 
Curr 0.312* 2.14 0.032 
RSysQ 
Relia 0.281* 2.53 0.011 
Flexi 0.317* 2.08 0.037 
Inte 0.314** 2.82 0.005 
Acces 0.315 0.79 0.429 
Resptm 0.176 1.34 0.179 
RSerQ 
Relib 0.080 0.54 0.590 
Resp 0.353* 2.10 0.036 
Assur 0.618** 3.59 0.000 
Emp 0.032 0.21 0.835 
                   *P<=0.05, two-tailed test; ** P<=0.01, two-tailed test 
 
For the second-order construct Symbolic Adoption (SA), its four sub-dimensions 
or first-order reflective constructs, i.e. Mental Acceptance (MA), Use Commitment 
(UC), Effort Worthiness (EW), and Heightened Enthusiasm (HE), were first 
assessed in terms of convergent validity and discriminant validity (Table 5.5).  
Table 5.5 Convergent Validity for First-order Reflective Constructs 






Root of AVE 
MA 
MA1 0.961 153.0 
0.96 0.94 0.95 MA2 0.962 159.1 
MA3 0.912 44.3 
UC 
UC1 0.940 90.7 
0.97 0.96 0.96 UC2 0.966 150.4 
UC3 0.973 204.4 
EW EW1 0.971 109.6 0.97 0.94 0.97 EW2 0.971 113.9 
HE 
HE1 0.974 91.7 
0.99 0.98 0.98 HE2 0.985 229.3 





Then secondary weights (i.e., weights of the first-order latent constructs on a 
second-order construct) were examined (Wetzels et al. 2009). As summarized in 
Table 5.6, all the secondary weights were significant, which validated our 
measures for the second-order construct  (MacKenzie et al. 2011). 







Weight T Statistics 
SA 
MA 0.315** 28.46 
UC 0.303** 24.92 
EW 0.222** 24.98 
HE 0.332** 24.73 
                                *P<=0.05, two-tailed test; ** P<=0.01, two-tailed test 
 
 
5.2 Evaluating the Structural Model   
Subsequently, we examined the structural model in terms of path significance and 
explanatory power using the adjusted R2 that was adjusted for the number of 
independent variables. Table 5.7, Table 5.8 and Figure 5.1 present the results for 
structural modeling analysis. For each dependent variable, we estimated three 
models: the main model that merely comprises the relations hypothesized in the 
conceptual model; the full model that includes all control variables in addition to 
the main hypotheses; and the reduced model which excludes the control variables 
that have no significant effect on the focal dependent variables in the main model.   
For the dependent variable Symbolic Adoption, overall the full model explained 
62.1% of the variance of employees’ symbolic adoption of the new RIS/PACS 
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system; the main model explained 62.6% of the variance. Since there were no 
control variables that were found to have significant impact on one’s symbolic 
adoption, the reduced model is the same as the main model in this case. The 
consistency in explanatory power indicates that our main model is substantive 
enough to explain a unique variance in employee’s symbolic adoption of the new 
system. An examination of the path coefficients across three models shows that 
the magnitude of paths and significance remained almost unchanged. Therefore 
for briefness, we elaborate the results based on the full model as follows. 
At self-level, three quality aspects of the system, i.e. Relative Information Quality 
(β = 0.27, t = 2.94), Relative System Quality (β = 0.20, t = 2.58), Relative Service 
Quality (β = 0.18, t =1.99) were significant, supporting H1, H2 and H3. At self–
employer level, IS Change Leadership were significant (β = 0.23, t = 3.21), while 
IS Change Procedural Fairness were not significant (β = -0.06, t = 0.70). Thus, 
H5 was supported and H4 was not supported. At self-others-level, IS Resource 
Allocation Fairness were significant (β = 0.14, t = 2.14), supporting H6. For the 
five control variables, i.e. Personal Innovativeness with IT, education, working 




Table 5.7 Results of PLS Analysis (DV: Symbolic Adoption) 
 Main Model 
(without controls) 
Full Model 















*** 2.68 0.27*** 2.94 0.24*** 2.68 
Relative System Quality 
(RSysQ) 0.21
*** 2.75 0.20*** 2.58 0.21*** 2.75 
Relative Service Quality 
(RserQ) 0.18
* 2.04 0.18* 1.99 0.18* 2.04 
 Self–employer-level 
IS Change Procedural 
Fairness (ProcFair) -0.06 0.71 -0.06 0.70 -0.06 0.71 
IS Change Leadership 
(CLeader) 0.24
*** 3.42 0.23*** 3.21 0.24*** 3.42 
 Self-others-level 
IS Resource Allocation 
Fairness (ResFair) 0.15** 2.46 0.14
* 2.14 0.15** 2.46 
 Control variables 
Innovativeness - - 0.03 0.55 - - 
Education - - 0.05 1.15 - - 
Working Experience - - -0.09 1.48 - - 
Gender - - 0.02 0.35 - - 
Age Group - - 0.08 1.22 - - 
Adjusted R2 62.6% 62.1% 62.6% 
-* P<0.05, one-tailed test; ** p<0.01 one-tailed test, *** p<0.01 two-tailed test; 
 
For the dependent variable IS-use-associated Helping, overall the main model 
explained 22.0% of the variance of employees’ helping behaviors with others’ use 
of the new RIS/PACS system while the full model explained 39.7% of the 
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variance. By omitting the control variables that were not found significant in the 
full the model, the reduced model explained 39.3% of the variance. An 
examination of the path coefficients of symbolic adoption across the three models 
shows that the magnitude of the path decreased after adding the control variables 
but remained to be significant.  
The change in explanatory power and the coefficient between the main model and 
the full model validates the necessity of our effort in controlling for the impact of 
both task characteristics and individual characteristics to tease out the actual 
influence of symbolic adoption on IS-use-associated helping behaviors. For 
briefness, we elaborate the results based on the full model as follows.  
As the focal predictor of employees’ helping with others’ use of the new system, 
symbolic adoption was significant (β = 0.19, t = 2.10) and H7 was supported. For 
the variables controlling for the impact of task characteristics and individual 
characteristics, Intrinsically Satisfying Task (β = 0.20, t = 2.37) and Prosocial 
Value (β = 0.21, t = 2.45) were significant while Task Feedback (β = 0.05, t = 
0.47), Task Routinization (β = 0.04, t = 0.52) and Affective Organizational 
Commitment (β = 0.15, t = 1.33) were not significant. For the other control 
variables, gender (β = -0.24, t = 4.07) and education (β = -0.14, t = 1.83) were 








Table 5.8 Results of PLS Analysis (DV: IS-use-associated Helping) 
Notes: * p<0.05, one-tailed test; ** p<0.01 one-tailed test, *** p<0.01 two-tailed test. 
 Main Model (without controls) 
Full Model 
























*** 7.33 0.19* 2.10 0.23*** 2.605 




- - 0.20** 2.37 0.23*** 2.785 
Task Feedback 




- - 0.04 0.52 - - 
  Control Variables -Individual Characteristics 
Prosocial 
Value (PV) - - 0.21





- - 0.15 1.33 - - 
 Other Control Variables 
Gender - - -0.24*** 4.07 -0.24*** 3.79 
Age Group - - -0.13 1.55   
Education - - -0.14* 1.83 -0.15* 1.95 
Working 
Experience - - 0.11 1.40   






Figure 5.1 Results of PLS Analysis
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Table 5.9 provides a brief summary of the results of our hypothesis testing. 
 
Table 5.9 A Summary of Hypothesis Testing Results 
Hypotheses Result 
H1: Relative Information Quality (RInfQ)→Symbolic Adoption (SA) Supported 
H2: Relative System Quality (RSysQ) → Symbolic Adoption (SA) Supported 
H3: Relative Service Quality (RserQ) → Symbolic Adoption (SA) Supported 
H4: IS Change Procedural Fairness (ProcFair) → Symbolic Adoption (SA) Not supported 
H5: IS Change Leadership (CLeader) → Symbolic Adoption (SA) Supported 
H6: IS Resource Allocation Fairness (ResFair) → Symbolic Adoption (SA) Supported 





Because we were using self-reported data, there is a potential for common method 
biases that result from the sources such as consistency motif and social 
desirability (Podsakoff et al. 2003). Following the procedural remedies 
recommended by Podsakoff et al. (2003) to eliminate method variance, we 
designed and administrated our survey in a way that participants’ anonymity were 
well protected. Participants were told that there were no right or wrong answers 
and that they were expected to share their real feelings and opinions while 
answering the questions to reduce their evaluation apprehension. 
As statistical remedies, we first performed Harmon single-factor test (Podsakoff 
et al. 2003; Podsakoff and Organ 1986) to assess the severity of common method 
bias. Specifically, we adopted this technique by loading all fourteen principle 
variables in the conceptual model into an exploratory factor analysis with 
unrotated factor solution. Results from this test in Table 5.10 showed that, in the 
presence of fourteen factors, the most covariance explained by one factor was 
35.42 percent, indicating that common method biases are not a likely contaminant 
of our results. 
Table 5.10 Total Variance Explained for Harman’s Single-factor Test 
Component 











1 25.15 35.42 35.42 25.15 35.42 35.42 
2 6.35 8.94 44.36 6.35 8.94 44.36 
3 4.29 6.04 50.41 4.29 6.04 50.41 
4 2.96 4.17 54.57 2.96 4.17 54.57 
5 2.84 4.00 58.57 2.84 4.00 58.57 
6 2.36 3.32 61.89 2.36 3.32 61.89 
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7 2.03 2.85 64.74 2.03 2.85 64.74 
8 1.76 2.48 67.22 1.76 2.48 67.22 
9 1.59 2.24 69.46 1.59 2.24 69.46 
10 1.51 2.12 71.58 1.51 2.12 71.58 
11 1.42 2.00 73.58 1.42 2.00 73.58 
12 1.28 1.80 75.38 1.28 1.80 75.38 
13 1.16 1.63 77.01 1.16 1.63 77.01 
14 1.04 1.46 78.47 1.04 1.46 78.47 
 
 
In addition, following the statistical remedies of controlling for the effects of a 
directly measured latent methods factor by Podsakoff et al. (2003) and the 
approach of using PLS to assess common method bias by Liang et al. (2007), we 
included the measures of positive affectivity (PA) in PLS analysis that is assumed 
to represent common methods variance and calculated each indicator’s variances 
substantively explained by the focal construct and by this method factor. As 
shown in Appendix C, the average variance of the indicators explained by the 
method factor PA was 0.002 while the average variances substantively explained 
by the focal construct was 0.76 and only one method factor loading was 
significant. Thus, common method biases are not likely to be a concern in this 
case.    
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
 
6.1 Discussion of Findings 
6.1.1 Quality Aspects of the System Predicted Symbolic Adoption  
This research investigates how employees evaluate a mandatory IS change to 
determine their symbolic adoption of the new system. At the self-level of 
evaluation in the EIM framework, we propose that employees evaluate an 
information system change by explicitly comparing three quality aspects of the 
new IS with those of the prior system in the post-implementation stage, i.e., 
information quality, system quality and service quality. Our results demonstrate 
that symbolic adoption was indeed affected by employees’ evaluation of these 
three quality aspects. As perceived by employees, better information quality, 
system quality, and service quality of the new system relative to those of the old 
system, improved their symbolic adoption of the new system. As an attempt to 
identify the specific nature of the dimensions that are relevant for users in 
evaluating an IS change and how they are influenced by the change (Joshi 1991), 
our findings add support to the perspective that the salient changes for users lie 
exactly in the differences in the characteristics of the old and new information 
systems that were involved in the change. Specifically, relative information 
quality captures users’ comparison of the desirable characteristics of the system 
outputs between the new and old systems, which comprise four underlying 
dimensions, i.e., information accuracy, completeness, currency and format 
(Nelson et al. 2005). Relative system quality captures users’ comparison of the 
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interactions with the systems per se, which include the dimensions of system 
accessibility, reliability, response time, flexibility and integration (Nelson et al. 
2005). Relative service quality captures users’ comparison of the IT support 
service they receive in using the new and old systems, under which there are four 
key characteristics, i.e., service reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy 
(Jiang et al. 2002).  
 
6.1.2 Change Leadership & Fairness Predicted Symbolic Adoption  
At the self-employer-level of evaluation in the EIM framework, we propose that 
both IS change leadership and change procedural fairness will determine 
employees’ symbolic adoption of a mandatory new system. The results show that 
change leadership does shape employees’ symbolic adoption, as predicted, while 
the predicted positive relationship between employees’ perception of change 
procedural fairness and symbolic adoption was not supported.  
According to the EIM framework, a user will evaluate an IS change by examining 
whether the gains have been shared fairly between herself and the employer. 
Compared to the other two levels of analysis, however, subsequent field studies 
using the EIM rarely apply this level of analysis, an important reason for which 
could be, as mentioned previously, that it is difficult for employees to estimate the 
exact gains or losses incurred by their organization due to an IS change (Jones and 
Beatty 2001; Premkumar et al. 1994). Thus, we propose change leadership and 
change procedural fairness as the most salient factors at this level that may 
directly shape one’s perception of his or her outcomes relative to those of the 
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employer. The finding of the impact of change leadership on symbolic adoption 
offers evidence that change-specific leader behaviors could shape employees’ 
perception of whether relative gains or losses have been fairly shared between the 
employee and the organization.  
However, employees’ perception of change procedural fairness does not appear to 
affect employees’ symbolic adoption. A possible reason for this could be that, in 
our case of a mandatory IS change, the upgrade decision had been made by 
hospital management, and the subsequent change procedures were mainly to 
establish development priorities and resolve the conflicting requirements among 
different user groups, which do not determine the relative gains or losses between 
users and the organization. Thus, IS change procedural fairness would not have an 
impact on one’s symbolic adoption. The other reason may be that people form 
fairness perception of a decision making process in accordance with expected or 
accepted norms (Lind and Tyler 1988; Thibaut and Walker 1975). In our case, 
employees relied on the focal system to perform their daily work, and some users 
might have well accepted the norms that upgrades of the system would be 
mandated without the users’ consent. In this sense, for users who have accepted 
such norms, it would not make much difference in their attitude or response to the 
new system whether the procedures for making the change decision could be 
considered fair or not in a general sense.  
At the self-others-level evaluation in the EIM framework, we propose that 
employees’ perceived fairness with regard to how IS Resource are shared by or 
allocated between their user group and other groups can affect their symbolic 
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adoption of the new system. The results support this proposition and demonstrate 
that employees’ perceived fairness of the IS resource allocation had a positive 
influence on their symbolic adoption. The findings also provide evidence that 
different groups of users are interacting with each other and competing for 
information systems resources and the impact of an IS change can differ across 
different user groups in terms of resource allocation. 
 
6.1.3 Symbolic Adoption Predicted IS-use-associated Helping  
 
This research also investigates the impact of employees’ symbolic adoption on 
their interpersonal extra-role behaviors associated with IS use in the post-
implementation stage. Specifically, employees’ symbolic adoption of the new 
system is found to increase their likelihood of helping others in using the new 
system, with the presence of effects from task characteristics and individual 
characteristics.  
Recent studies have demonstrated that, when employees who have a higher level 
of symbolic adoption of a system, they are willing to expend more time and effort 
to engage in using more system features and exploring new ways to use the 
system, i.e., engaging in impersonal extra-role IS use (Karahanna and Agarwal 
2006; Wang and Hsieh 2006), and our findings demonstrate that symbolic 
adoption can also be an important motivational antecedent of interpersonal extra-
role IS use, i.e., users’ helping behaviors. Users who have a positive evaluation of 
the return from using a system and accept the system as a worthwhile concept are 
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motivated to help other users by a desire to maintain equitable and favorable 
workplace relationships that extend beyond the benefits of impersonal contractual 
agreements (Blau 1964). Although employees are mandated to use the new 
system in their daily work, they are still free to determine whether to help other 
users by identifying non-obvious features or shortcuts in the system, sharing user 
experiences to prevent or resolve problems encountered by other users, spending 
time walking other users through complicated processing steps, or encouraging 
those that are resistant to fully utilizing the system. This form of interpersonal 
extra-role IS use behavior is not formally expected or required by management 
but can be important for employees to overcome the knowledge barriers that 
constrain their system use and thereby improve organizational effectiveness. 
 
6.2 Limitations and Future Studies 
 
Results of this thesis should be interpreted in the context of its limitations.  First, 
although we conceptualized the model in a general manner rather than making it 
specific to the healthcare sector or any other organizational or cultural context, we 
empirically tested the model based on a sample of employees as users of a new 
integrated information system implemented in a public hospital located in 
Singapore. Thus, cautions must be exercised when attempting to generalize the 
current results to mandatory IS changes to other contexts. Future studies can 
replicate and empirically validate our conceptual model in other contexts where 
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mandatory changes of various types of systems are implemented in different 
organizations.  
Second, due to a myriad of practical constraints (e.g., anonymity requirement by 
the protocol for ethical issues; employees’ tight schedule in daily work, etc.) we 
used self-report measures as primary type of data collected and were therefore 
likely to be subject to common method variance. Although we followed the 
comprehensive guidelines by Podsakoff et al. (2003) on handling the problem and 
demonstrated that common method biases are not a likely contaminant of our 
results, future studies are encouraged to obtain the predictor and criterion 
variables from different sources or raters. For instance, one’s supervisor in work 
can be an alternative source to learn about his or her helping behaviors associated 
with IS use.   
 
6.3 Implications for Theory and Practice 
6.3.1 Implications for Theory 
 
The extent literature on user resistance to or acceptance of a new IS has been 
primarily concerned with the pre-implementation stage in voluntary IS use 
environments, where a lack of information and potential fear and uncertainty 
about the nature of the change make users tend to adhere to their status quo. 
However, in the post-implementation stage of a mandatory IS change, with 
additional information available to and actual use experience accumulated for 
employees, they can alter their feelings about the change and make a better 
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evaluation of the system (Joshi 1991), while there is a lack of understanding with 
regard to how employees evaluate mandatory IS changes in the post-
implementation stage and how such evaluations can influence their behaviors. In 
view of that, this thesis integrates the EIM framework, the symbolic adoption 
theory as well as the literature on IS success and OCB into a unified theoretical 
model to explore how employees evaluate a mandatory IS change to determine 
their symbolic adoption of it as well as the impact of symbolic adoption on 
employees’ helping behaviors associated with IS use in the post-implementation 
stage. This thesis can provide several theoretical implications for IS evaluation 
and adoption literature.  
First, this thesis enhances our understanding of users’ evaluation of mandatory IS 
change in the post-implementation stage by providing a systematic view of how 
employees evaluate a mandatory IS change to determine their symbolic adoption 
of the new IS that is distinct from use adoption. 
In particular, we highlight the necessity of distinguishing between the symbolic 
adoption and the use adoption in the individual adoption process when examining 
user resistance or adoption in a mandatory use environment. In such environment, 
employees’ daily usage of a system can be largely determined by the degree to 
which the system is integrated into their job function rather than the positive or 
negative effects associated with the system per se (Brown et al. 2002; Melone 
1990). Instead, symbolic adoption, which represents employees’ mental 
acceptance of a new IS, can be a more appropriate lens to investigate user 
evaluation & adoption of mandatory information systems, and our results have 
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demonstrated that it can be closely associated with employees’ evaluations of a 
mandatory IS change.  Moreover, instead of assuming users assess an IS change 
in isolation, the model uses EIM as the theoretical foundation and explicitly 
accounts for the impact of employees’ usage of the old system prior to the change, 
how this change is managed and how related IS resources are allocated among 
different user groups. Specifically, the model shows that users will evaluate a 
mandatory system change by the comparisons at three levels, i.e., comparing the 
major characteristics of the new IS with those of the precursor; comparing the 
relative outcomes resulting from the IS change for themselves with those for the 
employer (or organization); and comparing the relative outcomes resulting from 
the IS change for themselves with those for other users in the reference group.  
Second, this thesis contributes to the EIM framework by specifying the crucial 
factors that concern employees in their evaluation of system changes at the three 
levels of the framework. Specifically, at the self-level we identify three quality 
aspects of system characteristics that users are concerned with in their 
comparisons between a new IS and the prior one in the case of a mandatory IS 
change. Future research can further extend this list of specific characteristics or 
dimensions that are relevant for users’ assessment in mandatory IS changes. At 
the other two levels, we identify IS change leadership, IS change procedural 
fairness and IS resource allocation fairness as crucial factors that affect employees’ 
recognition of value relevance of the change and their real desire to use of the 
system independent of whether it is mandated or not. The results support the 
positive linkages from change leadership and resource allocation fairness to 
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employees’ symbolic adoption of an IS change. The findings highlight the 
importance of these two factors in shaping users’ mental acceptance of new IS in 
a mandatory environment.  
IS resource allocation fairness, as a form of distributive justice associated with 
information systems, has long been recognized as an important factor in user 
evaluation of information system (Joshi 1989), while its relation with users’ 
mental acceptance of an IS change has rarely been examined. Given that the IS 
environment in most organizations is characterized by the existence of various 
user groups or departments that interact and compete for information systems 
resources  (Kling and Iacono 1984; Markus 1983) and that changing an IT system 
can be viewed as a form of redistribution of system-related resources, as our 
model underscores, it is crucial to explicitly account for the impact of an IS 
change that differs across user groups when examining user evaluation and 
adoption of the system. Moreover, employees’ concerns on IS resource allocation 
can be more salient when they are faced with a mandatory IS change. In a 
voluntary use environment, users can volitionally alter the outcomes of IS change 
through determining their use adoption to regain their equity status if the 
outcomes resulting from the change are not perceived as favorable. In a 
mandatory use environment, however, users have to live with a new IS even they 
prefer the old one. The imposition of the new IS increases their perceived 
uncertainty and needs for control over processes and outcomes while resource 
allocation that is viewed as fair can fulfill such needs (Gordon and Fryxell 1989). 
Therefore, perceived procedural justice and perceived distributive justice of IS 
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change, to a certain extent, can affect one’s recognition of value relevance of an 
IS change and his or her real desire to utilize the new system independent of 
whether it is mandated or not. 
Change-specific leader behavior is also an important area that has been largely 
ignored by the extant research on user evaluation and adoption of information 
systems. Taking an EIM perspective, we argue that, on the one hand, employees 
can be impressed by their leaders’ effort in conducting change initiatives, which 
would increase employees’ perceived input of their employer; on the other hand, 
such change initiatives lead by management can improve employees’ 
understanding of the benefits to themselves resulting from the IS change. The 
finding on a positive association between IS change leadership and symbolic 
adoption provides initial evidence for the argument. 
Third, the thesis adds to IS post-adoptive use research by identifying and filling a 
gap in exploring extra-role IS use behaviors that are interpersonal-oriented rather 
than impersonal-oriented. The distinction between impersonal and interpersonal 
orientation is important to gain a deeper understanding of extra-role use behavior. 
As demonstrated in OCB literature, such distinction has drawn an increased 
intention in the field and it has been shown that these two types of extra-role 
behaviors can have different antecedents (e.g., Halbesleben and Bowler 2007; 
Ilies et al. 2007; Kaufman et al. 2001). In the IS literature, although there are a 
growing number of studies that explore extra-role post-adoptive use behaviors, 
most of these studies focus on examining impersonal extra-role use behaviors but 
pay less attention to the other category, i.e. interpersonal extra-role use behaviors. 
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As an early attempt to fill in the gap, we propose IS-use-associated helping as an 
important form of interpersonal extra-role use behavior, and show that employees’ 
level of symbolic adoption can be positively related to their helping behaviors 
associated with the IS use. Future studies are encouraged to identify other 
important antecedents of IS-use-associated helping and to investigate different 
forms of interpersonal extra-role behaviors associated with IS use.     
Fourth, this thesis also contributes to OCB literature by demonstrating the 
important role of symbolic adoption in motivating an employee’s helping 
behaviors associated with IS use. Many works in organizational research have 
been conducted to identify the immediate dispositional and situational 
determinants of helping behaviors while little work has been devoted to 
investigating the mechanisms which organizations can leverage to promote and 
sustain helping behaviors among employees (Organ et al. 2006). This study can 
be an important step towards a better understanding of how organizations can 
purposely harness helping among employees. 
 
6.3.2 Implications for Practice 
 
This study also offers important practical implications to managers as well as 
system designers with regard to how to facilitate and conduct mandatory system 
change within an organization and promote employees’ helping behaviors 
associated with IS use.  
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Our findings emphasize the view that mandatory IS changes are organizational 
activities that requires a delicate balance between meeting different users’ needs 
and allocating scarce resources and highlight the importance to obtain employees’ 
symbolic adoption to harness their helping behaviors in the changes.  
Specifically, being aware of the finding that users evaluate the IS change based on 
their comparisons between key quality characteristics between the new IS and the 
old IS, managers and designers can increase users’ equity perception and boost 
their symbolic adoption by 1) taking the old information system as a key 
benchmark in the design phase and building up a new information system with 
enhanced features in those key quality characteristics that employees are 
concerned about the most; 2) explicitly comparing the new IS with the prior one 
in the assimilation phase and clearly demonstrating enhanced features and 
additional benefits resulting from the new IS to employees.  
Furthermore, in view of the impact of IS resource allocation fairness and change 
leadership on users’ symbolic adoption, especially in our case where using a new 
IS is mandatory for employees, it is important 1) for managers to involve and 
support employees through communicating the plan for the change, building a 
guiding coalition, and developing a compelling rationale for the change (Kotter 
1996); 2) for designers to give full consideration to the needs of different user 
groups in the phase of designing and implementing the new system, and allocate 
IS resources among different user groups more equally without notably sacrificing 
the benefits of any group. In addition, given that users’ symbolic adoption rather 
than their routine use can be a function of positive or negative effect associated 
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with a mandatory system, it is important for managers to monitor users’ level of 
symbolic adoption when evaluating the success of an new IS. 
Lastly, system implementers and change managers should be conscious of the 
crucial role played by IS-use-associated helping behaviors, which is proposed in 
this thesis as an important form of interpersonal extra-role use behavior. The 
complexity and configurability of many working information system currently 
used in some enterprises pose challenges for the employees to fully master its 
features, while helping from other users can help an employee to overcome 
knowledge barriers that constrain his or her system use (Sykes et al. 2009). An 
employee may help his or her colleagues by introducing certain non-obvious 
features or shortcuts in a system, sharing use experience to prevent problems 
encountered by other users, spending time to walk them through a series of 
complex processing steps, or encouraging a colleague when he or she feel down 
with using a new system. In addition, the linkage found between employees’ 
symbolic adoption of a mandatory information system and their helping behaviors 
associated with system use in this study also provides a compelling reason for 
managers to foster employees’ symbolic adoption of a mandatory system. Even 
though users have to routinely use the system for their work, importance should 
be attached to their positive evaluation and mental acceptance of the system if 




CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION 
 
Currently, organizations need to regularly upgrade their information systems to 
better cope with constantly emerging needs in operations and management as well 
as the new challenges posed in a competitive environment. As a consequence, 
employees face constant IS changes but have little or no freedom to decide 
whether to utilize these new systems in their daily work. Faced with the facts that 
mandatory IS changes are typical in organizations and that there is a lack of 
understanding of employees' evaluations of mandatory IS changes in the post-
implementation stage, this research aims to explore the following questions: how 
do employees evaluate a mandatory IS change to determine their symbolic 
adoption? What is the impact of employees’ symbolic adoption on their helping 
behaviors associated with IS use? Based on the integration of the equity 
implementation model, the symbolic adoption theory as well as the literature on 
IS success, change management and OCB, this thesis derives and empirically tests 
a theoretical model that explicitly establishes the following connections: a linkage 
from employees’ comparisons of the new and old information systems in terms of 
three quality aspects (i.e. relative information quality, relative system quality and 
relative service quality) to employees’ symbolic adoption; a linkage from 
employee’s comparisons of their own relative change outcomes with those of the 
employer (i.e., change leadership and change procedural fairness) and other users 
(i.e., resource allocation fairness) to employees’ symbolic adoption; and a further 
linkage from one’s symbolic adoption to his or her helping behaviors associated 
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with IS use. Through a field study of a recently upgraded RIS/PACS system in the 
DDR department of a public hospital in Singapore, survey data from 175 
employees, including radiologists, radiographers and clerks/nurses, were obtained 
to empirically test and validate the conceptual model. The results demonstrate that 
employees’ comparisons of the three quality aspects between the new and old 
systems, IS change leadership and resource allocation fairness significantly 
predicted the employees’ symbolic adoption of the new system, and moreover, 
employees’ symbolic adoption was found to be an important antecedent of their 
interpersonal helping behaviors associated with IS use. Overall, the results 
highlight the relevance and importance of symbolic adoption in mandatory IS 
environments and show that it is not only one’s user experience with a new 
system per se but also his or her assessment of using the prior system, how the 
change is managed and how related IS resources are allocated among user groups 
that matter in determining one’s mental acceptance and reaction to a new system 
in the post-implementation stage. 
This thesis makes several contributes to theoretical arenas. It enhances our 
understanding of users’ evaluation of mandatory IS changes in the post-
implementation stage by providing a systematic view of how employees evaluate 
mandatory IS changes to determine their symbolic adoption of the new IS that is 
distinct from use adoption. It also adds to the IS post-adoptive use research by 
identifying a gap in exploring extra-role use behaviors that are interpersonal-
oriented rather than impersonal-oriented. Additionally, it contributes to the OCB 
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literature by demonstrating the important role of symbolic adoption in motivating 
an employee’s helping behaviors associated with IS use. 
This thesis also offers important practical implications to practitioners who design 
new information systems and manage IS changes with regard to how to facilitate 
and conduct a mandatory system change within an organization and promote 
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 Appendix A. Survey Items 




Related to the upgrade associated with 
RIS/PACS, the leader 
 developed a clear vision for what was 
going to be achieved by the new version of 
the system. 
 made it clear up front to those in our unit 
why the change was necessary. 
 made a case for the urgency of this change 
prior to implementation. 
 built a broad coalition up front to support 
the change. 
 empowered people to implement the 
change. 
 carefully monitored and communicated 
progress of the change implementation. 
 gave individual attention to those who had 
trouble with the change implementation. 
 
Adapted from 





 I am usually not told about important 
things that are happening with changing the 
RIS/PACS. (reversed) 
 Decisions to change the RIS/PACS are 
usually made without consulting the people 
who have to live with them. (reversed) 
 Meetings are frequently held to discuss the 
change of RIS/PACS with my co-workers 
and me. 
 The procedures establishing priorities for 
development of the new RIS/PACS for my 
user group are fair. 
 The procedures for resolving conflicting 
requirements with other users for the new 
RIS/PACS are fair. 
 
Adapted from 
Rhoades et al. 





 Compared to other user groups, computing 
resources associated with PACS-RIS (e.g. 
terminals, printers, and software packages) 






 Compared to other user groups, the 
requirements and concerns of my user group 
have been taken into account on a fair basis 
in the design and implementation of the new 
RIS/PACS. 
 Compared to other user groups, priorities 
for development of features of the new 
RIS/PACS for my user group have been 
assigned on a fair basis. 
 Staff in the IT unit behaves impartially and 
fairly towards my user group in their support 
service for the new RIS/PACS. 
 IT support staff for the new RIS/PACS is 
assigned to my user group on a fair basis 
(consider their competence and numbers). 
 Compared to other user groups, our 
requirements for the new RIS/PACS have 





 I have mentally accepted the new 
RIS/PACS as an important technology. 
 In my mind, I am convinced that the new 
RIS/PACS is an important technology. 
 I personally don’t view the new RIS/PACS 








 The only way I will use the new 
RIS/PACS is because it is mandated. 
(reversed) 
 If I can choose what I use, I will not 
choose the new RIS/PACS. (reversed) 





 Learning to use the new RIS/PACS was 
worth the effort I put in. 
 My investment in learning the new 








 I am always looking forward to using the 
new RIS/PACS. 







Compared with the old version of 
RIS/PACS, 
 the new RIS/PACS provides me with a 
more complete set of information. 
 the new RIS/PACS produces more 
comprehensive information. 
 the new RIS/PACS provides me with more 
information I need. 
 
Adapted  from 





Compared with the old version of 
RIS/PACS, 
 the new RIS/PACS produces more correct 
information. 
 there are fewer errors in the information I 
obtain from the new RIS/PACS. 
 the information provided by the new 




Compared with the old version of 
RIS/PACS, 
 the information provided by the new 
RIS/PACS is better formatted. 
 the information provided by the new 
RIS/PACS is better laid out. 
 the information provided by the new 





Compared with the old version of 
RIS/PACS, 
 the new RIS/PACS provides me with more 
recent information. 
 the new RIS/PACS produces the more 
current information. 
 the information from the new RIS/PACS is 








Compared with the old version of 
RIS/PACS, 
 the new RIS/PACS operates more reliably. 
 the operation of the new RIS/PACS is 
more dependable. 








Compared with the old version of 
RIS/PACS, 
 the new RIS/PACS can be better adapted 
to meet a variety of needs. 
 the new RIS/PACS can more flexibly 
adjust to new demands or conditions. 
 the new RIS/PACS is more versatile in 




Compared with the old version of 
RIS/PACS, 
 the new RIS/PACS more effectively 
integrates data from different areas of the 
hospital. 
 the new RIS/PACS is more capable to pull 
together information that used to come from 
different places in the hospital. 
 the new RIS/PACS more effectively 





Compared with the old version of 
RIS/PACS, 
 the new RIS/PACS allows information to 
be more readily accessible to me. 
 the new RIS/PACS makes information 
more accessible. 
 the new RIS/PACS makes information 






Compared with the old version of 
RIS/PACS, 
 it takes much longer for the new 
RIS/PACS to respond to my requests. 
(reversed) 
 the new RIS/PACS provides information in 
a more timely fashion. 
 the new RIS/PACS returns answers to my 






Compared with the old version of 
RIS/PACS, 
 when IT unit promises me to do something 
with regard to the new RIS/PACS by a 
certain time, it does so more punctually. 
 IT unit is more dependable with regard to 
the new RIS/PACS. 
 IT unit is more likely to provide its service 
with regard to the new RIS/PACS to me at 
the times it promises to do so. 
 
Adapted from 
Jiang et al. (2002) 
 
Responsiveness 
Compared with the old version of 
RIS/PACS, 
 employees of IT unit give more prompt 
service to me with regard to the new 
RIS/PACS. 
 employees of IT unit are always more 
willing to help me with regard to the new 
RIS/PACS. 
 employees of IT unit are less likely to be 
too busy to respond to my requests with 




Compared with the old version of 
RIS/PACS, 
 the behavior of employees of IT unit 
instills more confidence in me with regard to 
the new RIS/PACS. 
 employees of IT unit are more consistently 




 employees of IT unit have the knowledge 





Compared with the old version of 
RIS/PACS, 
 IT unit gives me more individual attention 
with regard to the new RIS/PACS. 
 IT unit has employees who give me more 
personal attention with regard to the new 
RIS/PACS. 
 employees of IT unit understand the 






 I am willing to give my time to help other 
users who have RIS/PACS-related 
problems. 
 I am willing to take time out of my busy 
schedule to help with training new 
RIS/PACS users. 
 I communicate with other users before 
initiating actions in the RIS/PACS that 
might affect them. 
 I take steps to try to prevent problems with 
other users in the department. 
 I encourage other users when they are 
down with using the new version of 
RIS/PACS. 
 I act as a "peacemaker" when other users 
have disagreements with using the new 
version of RIS/PACS. 
 I have a stabilizing influence when 









 If I hear about a new information 
technology, I would look for ways to 
experiment with it. 
 Among my peers, I am usually the first to 
try out new information technologies. 
 In general, I am hesitant to try out new 
information technologies. (reversed) 










 Most of the work I do using the RIS/PACS 
is somewhat repetitive in nature. 
 I perform the same types of activities every 
day in the RIS/PACS. 
 My job performed in the RIS/PACS does 
not change much from one day to the next. 
 My work performed in the RIS/PACS is 
rather simple and routine. 
 To perform most of my work in the 
RIS/PACS, I follow the same series of steps. 
 




 Because of the nature of the tasks I 
perform in the RIS/PACS, it is easy to see 
when I’ve done the job correctly. 
 My job provides me with feedback on how 
well I am doing in the RIS/PACS. 
 My job provides me with the feeling that I 
know whether I am performing well or 
poorly in the RIS/PACS. 
 My job provides me with the opportunity 






 I get a great deal of personal satisfaction 
from the work I do in the RIS/PACS. 
 I like the tasks that I perform in the 
RIS/PACS. 
 My job performed in the RIS/PACS is 
personally very rewarding. 
 I consider my tasks performed in the 
RIS/PACS to be very interesting. 
 My job does not include any tasks in the 





 I feel it is important to help those in need. 
 I believe in being courteous to others. 
 I am concerned about other people's 
feelings. 
 I want to help my co-workers in any way I 
can. 
 It is easy for me to be helpful to others. 
 I like interacting with my co-workers. 
 








 I feel a strong sense of belonging to my 
organization. 
 I feel personally attached to my work 
organization. 
 I am proud to tell others I work at my 
organization. 
 Working at my organization has a great 
deal of personal meaning to me. 
 I really feel that problems faced by my 
organization are also my problems. 
 




To what extent you generally feel this way, 
that is, how you feel on the average (20-item 
mood scales ) 
 
Adapted from 







 Appendix B. Factor Analysis 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
ProcFair1 .099 .218 .108 .067 .084 .122 -.076 .040 .652 .081 -.025 .281 
ProcFair2 -.008 .266 .018 -.050 .014 .043 -.132 .082 .800 .124 -.025 .093 
ProcFair3 .054 .322 .004 -.021 .092 .010 -.132 .002 .715 -.039 .066 -.176 
ProcFair4 .014 .317 .021 .017 .384 .071 .062 .061 .684 .042 .000 -.107 
ProcFair5 -.005 .325 .078 .110 .318 .030 .067 .113 .672 -.021 .068 -.102 
ResFair1 .014 .204 -.007 .081 .808 .083 .003 .152 .101 .064 .066 -.136 
ResFair2 .088 .306 .050 .072 .817 .113 -.018 .078 .148 .086 .012 -.053 
ResFair3 .106 .368 .183 -.018 .756 .125 -.045 .188 .143 .090 .021 .002 
ResFair4 -.006 .241 .185 .033 .625 .148 .176 .027 .154 .116 .031 .412 
ResFair5 .078 .234 .173 .067 .505 .180 .181 .060 .174 .089 -.095 .521 
ResFair6 .004 .267 .215 -.002 .630 .127 .150 .205 .210 .081 .105 .327 
CLeader1 .063 .743 .048 .064 .272 .175 .041 .110 .266 .129 -.030 -.003 
CLeader2 .009 .736 .121 .005 .168 .065 -.012 .196 .319 .197 -.001 -.066 
CLeader3 .048 .782 .194 .020 .192 .172 -.090 .192 .278 .064 .049 -.039 
CLeader4 .113 .806 .203 -.012 .213 .092 -.015 .195 .163 .100 -.016 -.043 
CLeader5 .114 .749 .226 .028 .183 .188 .009 .213 .152 .044 .072 .140 
CLeader6 .091 .745 .190 .143 .227 .154 .012 .140 .240 .099 -.023 .139 
CLeader7 .097 .715 .148 .130 .206 .246 .001 .072 .217 .116 .058 .118 
ISHelp1 .073 .128 .799 .183 .122 -.093 .122 .077 .043 .093 .100 .084 
ISHelp2 .123 .174 .709 .203 .082 -.002 -.013 .287 -.002 .085 .089 .088 
ISHelp3 .075 .124 .800 .121 .050 .032 .057 .109 .064 .128 .214 .069 
ISHelp4 .197 .171 .737 .165 .084 .194 .096 .050 .043 .055 .178 .047 
ISHelp5 .056 .233 .755 .090 .037 .289 .038 .023 .068 .091 .155 .010 
ISHelp6 .098 .125 .719 .130 .119 .256 .017 .126 .030 .100 .086 -.239 





Trout2 .035 -.040 .087 .161 .037 .014 .895 .027 -.040 .065 .022 .112 
Trout3 -.053 -.057 .048 .104 .009 .024 .920 -.003 -.128 .027 -.015 -.012 
Trout4 -.037 .090 .018 .103 .055 .180 .812 -.012 .010 .014 .035 -.104 
TFeed1 .108 .211 .146 .208 .102 .715 .220 .213 .127 .135 .023 .156 
TFeed2 .107 .224 .133 .131 .148 .812 .045 .282 .033 .084 -.001 -.008 
TFeed3 .160 .220 .156 .099 .156 .816 .053 .235 .071 .103 .053 -.025 
TFeed4 .108 .256 .122 .132 .139 .816 .025 .248 .054 .163 .121 .006 
IST1 .157 .300 .166 .059 .130 .329 .020 .746 .098 .098 .023 .069 
IST2 .133 .271 .165 .089 .192 .309 .036 .783 .085 .093 -.024 -.049 
IST3 .116 .326 .124 .062 .145 .233 .015 .801 .058 .141 .007 -.110 
IST4 .142 .213 .228 .155 .163 .256 .010 .772 .072 .057 .000 .005 
Innov1 .161 -.041 .277 .211 .188 .075 .056 .025 .136 .101 .749 -.025 
Innov2 .138 .040 .363 -.021 -.019 .101 -.029 .005 -.051 .085 .716 .033 
Innov3 .100 -.026 -.054 .164 -.036 -.034 .056 -.263 -.238 -.208 .301 .479 
Innov4 .095 .066 .251 .376 -.010 .003 .071 .002 .000 .025 .773 .065 
PV1 .120 -.017 .207 .829 .048 .076 .126 .069 -.022 .164 .104 .072 
PV2 .164 -.007 .081 .878 .055 .133 .179 .042 .008 .081 .040 .100 
PV3 .069 .103 .145 .852 .024 .050 .091 .140 .052 .195 .090 .052 
PV4 .138 .031 .229 .844 -.010 .075 .160 .024 -.013 .135 .115 -.037 
PV5 .226 .157 .112 .701 .075 .165 .119 .016 .052 .188 .120 -.097 
AOC1 .253 .199 .195 .262 .174 .139 .016 .048 .086 .763 .123 -.026 
AOC2 .310 .198 .222 .299 .131 .145 .065 .085 .110 .759 .064 -.058 
AOC3 .344 .162 .102 .341 .122 .142 .107 .138 .051 .709 .065 .050 
AOC4 .249 .206 .193 .314 .070 .176 .043 .219 .033 .744 .024 .017 
PA1 .658 .012 .097 .037 .240 -.058 -.025 .201 .002 .146 .044 -.062 
PA2 .754 -.029 .079 .166 .038 .196 .097 -.097 .051 -.064 -.074 .001 
PA3 .682 .118 -.001 .074 .029 -.040 -.003 .215 -.111 .200 .184 .029 
PA4 .773 .085 .005 .148 .036 .135 -.005 .087 .052 .078 .100 -.057 
PA5 .720 .043 -.005 -.108 -.019 .044 -.066 .090 -.129 .189 .129 .102 
PA6 .782 .143 .185 .064 .015 .060 .163 -.003 .120 .025 -.039 -.067 
PA7 .765 -.097 .053 .227 .008 .059 -.013 -.033 .081 .076 -.015 -.058 
PA8 .697 .204 .114 -.025 -.075 -.015 -.103 .105 -.062 .151 .023 .293 
PA9 .766 .087 .118 .170 -.030 .101 -.028 -.053 .070 .026 .030 -.006 
PA10 .455 -.055 .015 .020 .087 -.019 -.145 .300 .104 .095 .233 .134 

















1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
ProcFair1 .110 .206 .121 .054 .137 .626 .112 .021 -.053 .080 -.016 
ProcFair2 -.009 .250 .018 -.055 .024 .780 .040 .067 -.121 .117 -.005 
ProcFair3 .040 .249 .007 -.025 .063 .761 .013 .030 -.139 -.020 .048 
ProcFair4 .004 .267 .009 .018 .352 .713 .068 .085 .057 .047 .010 
ProcFair5 -.018 .271 .076 .110 .295 .704 .030 .130 .064 -.009 .059 
ResFair1 .007 .132 -.007 .080 .811 .159 .081 .180 -.006 .075 .038 
ResFair2 .080 .234 .066 .067 .828 .209 .116 .095 -.022 .108 -.041 
ResFair3 .101 .314 .191 -.021 .768 .193 .124 .202 -.047 .104 -.008 
ResFair4 .006 .321 .165 .051 .647 .097 .149 -.030 .195 .073 .091 
ResFair6 .012 .302 .206 .006 .656 .181 .122 .171 .165 .059 .140 
CLeader1 .059 .708 .049 .066 .268 .327 .177 .133 .037 .139 -.039 
CLeader2 .006 .682 .128 .000 .180 .382 .066 .219 -.016 .211 -.021 
CLeader3 .045 .743 .197 .024 .205 .337 .177 .207 -.095 .069 .036 
CLeader4 .116 .772 .193 -.007 .220 .226 .091 .223 -.023 .099 -.004 
CLeader5 .121 .748 .224 .037 .207 .183 .192 .208 .011 .034 .086 
CLeader6 .095 .730 .195 .146 .250 .278 .155 .142 .017 .099 -.021 
CLeader7 .099 .691 .159 .130 .226 .264 .251 .078 .005 .124 .043 
ISHelp1 .074 .137 .792 .181 .133 .037 -.101 .076 .126 .090 .119 
ISHelp2 .124 .183 .709 .201 .106 -.010 -.008 .277 -.009 .083 .100 
ISHelp3 .070 .117 .813 .114 .068 .067 .031 .100 .063 .139 .197 
ISHelp4 .195 .177 .736 .169 .088 .044 .194 .045 .098 .053 .185 
ISHelp5 .050 .232 .754 .092 .031 .080 .288 .029 .039 .095 .158 
ISHelp6 .089 .066 .718 .123 .106 .077 .249 .169 .004 .118 .073 
Trout1 .018 -.029 .085 .179 .050 -.058 -.006 .012 .897 .016 .025 
Trout2 .041 -.026 .087 .158 .048 -.057 .011 .022 .900 .063 .028 
Trout3 -.048 -.055 .050 .103 .016 -.133 .025 -.003 .918 .027 -.024 
Trout4 -.040 .072 .012 .105 .039 .031 .180 .011 .804 .020 .029 
TFeed1 .113 .210 .150 .203 .118 .125 .706 .222 .229 .138 .036 
TFeed2 .107 .221 .130 .136 .153 .038 .811 .289 .044 .079 .009 
TFeed3 .157 .199 .160 .100 .165 .088 .815 .248 .052 .107 .047 
TFeed4 .105 .241 .125 .133 .147 .071 .815 .260 .025 .166 .118 





IST2 .128 .229 .168 .078 .199 .113 .294 .807 .031 .108 -.021 
IST3 .104 .279 .128 .052 .136 .099 .221 .831 .006 .161 .005 
IST4 .140 .192 .223 .149 .166 .083 .239 .789 .007 .061 .029 
Innov1 .152 -.089 .285 .214 .193 .164 .077 .029 .053 .116 .720 
Innov2 .147 .053 .333 -.003 -.003 -.057 .096 .004 -.033 .056 .770 
Innov4 .093 .056 .251 .387 .001 .015 .006 -.007 .071 .026 .765 
PV1 .122 .003 .202 .834 .056 -.041 .076 .055 .129 .157 .115 
PV2 .165 .006 .083 .881 .067 -.006 .133 .030 .185 .081 .039 
PV3 .070 .096 .142 .850 .028 .057 .043 .149 .093 .201 .097 
PV4 .129 .033 .229 .850 -.019 -.010 .079 .022 .158 .141 .105 
PV5 .219 .121 .114 .701 .062 .088 .165 .041 .112 .205 .101 
AOC1 .245 .171 .197 .251 .175 .109 .133 .066 .014 .777 .121 
AOC2 .301 .163 .224 .285 .130 .136 .137 .110 .061 .777 .062 
AOC3 .333 .152 .115 .330 .132 .058 .140 .136 .110 .726 .047 
AOC4 .242 .199 .195 .304 .074 .038 .170 .226 .043 .753 .031 
PA1 .658 -.008 .076 .039 .230 .018 -.071 .229 -.035 .144 .078 
PA2 .751 -.069 .097 .158 .034 .081 .195 -.073 .096 -.035 -.104 
PA3 .688 .153 -.029 .091 .042 -.129 -.042 .204 -.010 .173 .235 
PA4 .766 .052 .012 .150 .027 .082 .138 .101 -.013 .096 .085 
PA5 .723 .089 -.015 -.093 .001 -.159 .052 .057 -.067 .167 .155 
PA6 .774 .084 .206 .054 .008 .169 .060 .028 .157 .061 -.078 
PA7 .765 -.151 .056 .216 -.003 .116 .046 .014 -.018 .102 -.014 
PA8 .714 .259 .101 -.019 -.031 -.097 -.022 .081 -.092 .127 .077 
PA9 .768 .083 .111 .177 -.026 .076 .102 -.046 -.032 .025 .044 
Eigenvalue 5.64 5.26 4.59 4.51 3.80 3.64 3.54 3.52 3.49 2.92 2.08 
Variance 
explained (%) 10.07 9.40 8.20 8.06 6.78 6.50 6.32 6.29 6.24 5.21 3.72 
Cumulative 







 Appendix C. Common Method Bias Analysis 







ProcFair1 0.698** 0.487 0.093 0.009 
ProcFair2 0.819** 0.671 -0.044 0.002 
ProcFair3 0.787** 0.619 -0.008 0.000 
ProcFair4 0.843** 0.711 -0.01 0.000 
ProcFair5 0.698** 0.699 -0.02 0.000 
ResFair 
ResFair1 0.831** 0.691 -0.044 0.002 
ResFair2 0.896** 0.803 0.018 0.000 
ResFair3 0.895** 0.801 0.058 0.003 
ResFair4 0.777** 0.604 -0.029 0.001 
ResFair6 0.831** 0.691 -0.013 0.000 
CLeader 
CLeader1 0.867** 0.752 -0.025 0.001 
CLeader2 0.877** 0.769 -0.072 0.005 
CLeader3 0.923** 0.852 -0.037 0.001 
CLeader4 0.885** 0.783 0.031 0.001 
CLeader5 0.860** 0.740 0.044 0.002 
CLeader6 0.890** 0.792 0.021 0.000 
CLeader7 0.839** 0.704 0.038 0.001 
ISHelp 
ISHelp1 0.849** 0.721 -0.039 0.002 
ISHelp2 0.795** 0.632 0.039 0.002 
ISHelp3 0.877** 0.769 -0.043 0.002 
ISHelp4 0.823** 0.677 0.09 0.008 
ISHelp5 0.863** 0.745 -0.05 0.003 
ISHelp6 0.794** 0.630 0.005 0.000 
Trout 
Trout1 0.924** 0.854 0.024 0.001 
Trout2 0.923** 0.852 0.051 0.003 
Trout3 0.935** 0.874 -0.060* 0.004 
Trout4 0.821** 0.674 -0.015 0.000 
TFeed 
TFeed1 0.866** 0.750 0.007 0.000 
TFeed2 0.950** 0.903 -0.023 0.001 
TFeed3 0.936** 0.876 0.027 0.001 
TFeed4 0.949** 0.901 -0.01 0.000 
IST 
IST1 0.917** 0.841 0.023 0.001 
IST2 0.918** 0.843 0.015 0.000 
IST3 0.959** 0.920 -0.029 0.001 
IST4 0.958** 0.918 -0.008 0.000 
PV 
PV1 0.912** 0.832 -0.021 0.000 





PV3 0.923** 0.852 -0.059 0.003 
PV4 0.931** 0.867 -0.019 0.000 
PV5 0.775** 0.601 0.114 0.013 
AOC 
AOC1 0.945** 0.893 -0.041 0.002 
AOC2 0.950** 0.903 0.018 0.000 
AOC3 0.896** 0.803 0.061 0.004 
AOC4 0.957** 0.916 -0.038 0.001 
RinfQ Compl 0.848** 0.719 -0.079 0.006 
 Acur 0.847** 0.717 0.043 0.002 
 Fmt 0.862** 0.743 0.035 0.001 
 Curr 0.867** 0.752 0.003 0.000 
RsysQ Relia 0.808** 0.653 0.026 0.001 
 Flexi 0.838** 0.702 -0.023 0.001 
 Inte 0.819** 0.671 -0.01 0.000 
 Acces 0.876** 0.767 0.039 0.002 
 Resptm 0.731** 0.534 -0.037 0.001 
RserQ Relib 0.824** 0.679 -0.069 0.005 
 Resp 0.911** 0.830 -0.014 0.000 
 Assur 0.905** 0.819 0.056 0.003 
 Emp 0.889** 0.790 0.008 0.000 
 Average R12 0.762 Average R22 0.002 
      *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. 
 
 
 
 
 
